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1 Introduction

1.1 RESTATE: a general overview

Cities and their regions are the dynamos of the European economy, enabling the European 

Union (and potential member states) to maintain a strong position in the global economy. 

When these cities contain large areas that are not faring well, it is important to find out how best 

to change them so as to remove their dysfunctional characteristics. Large-scale housing estates 

built in the three or four decades after the Second World War are seen as problem areas in many 

cities all over Europe. Here, economic decline goes hand in hand with physical and social 

decline. 

All over Europe massive numbers of people live in these post-WWII large-scale housing 

estates. They were carefully planned, but now they often manifest a multitude of problems. They 

house large numbers of low-income households, the unemployment rates are above average, and 

in some countries these estates have become concentration areas for ethnic minorities. Many 

estates are becoming increasingly associated with crime and social exclusion. The circumstances 

on the estates and policy initiatives associated with them are the focus of the RESTATE project. 

An important part of the project is the exchange of experiences and solutions between 

policymakers and academic researchers.

RESTATE is the acronym for Restructuring Large-scale Housing Estates in European 

Cities: Good Practices and New Visions for Sustainable Neighbourhoods and Cities. All the 

participants in this project share the basic underlying conviction: if the problems of these large-

scale housing estates are not resolved, they will increasingly hinder the good economic 

functioning of cities. The study draws on estates in ten European countries: France, Germany, 

Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

The project has the following objectives:

• to identify and to clarify the social and economic changes which have occurred on large post-

WWII estates and in particular to identify general and specific factors triggering and 

influencing the emergence of problems and patterns of decline in these areas;

• to develop a checklist of items that have proved to be important in successful and less 

successful policy responses with respect to these estates;

• to draw conclusions about the potential for the cross-national transfer of knowledge and 

experience and for cooperation in strategic planning for these areas and in area and estate 

management;
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• to produce a comprehensive and practical handbook in which forward-looking scenarios and 

new visions for large post-WWII estates in Europe are associated with examples of evidence-

based best practice to achieve the sustainable future development of these areas;

• to build for practitioners and researchers a user-friendly database containing details of the 

nature, successes, and failures of present policies aimed at improving the position of large 

post-WWII estates and their inhabitants;

• to consider whether and in what ways European-level policy could contribute to more 

effective responses to problems associated with these estates. 

The primary objective of RESTATE is to deliver evidence-based knowledge drawing on 

experiences in cities in all parts of Europe. The methods used include literature research, 

statistical overviews, interviews, a survey, and interviews of urban representatives. The proposed 

handbook that will be written at the end of the research period will set out best practices for 

future sustainable developments of these areas and for effective policy implementation. It is 

hoped that the results will be useful for policymakers seeking to discover the contexts in which 

measures have been, or can be expected to be, successful in improving large-scale housing estates 

in cities.

Case studies are the heart of the project. Each study:

• establishes general information about the estate: its characteristics, its history, and its 

demographic, social, economic, and physical development and problems;

• identifies the philosophy and aims of the policies that are being promoted in the estates, how 

policies have matured over time, what their effects have been, and how all these matters can 

be evaluated.

It is important to know precisely what we mean by a large-scale housing estate. Following Power 

(1997), we could define a large-scale housing estate as a group of buildings that is recognised as 

a distinct and discrete geographical area. We add one element to this definition: we see large-

scale housing estates as developments planned by the state or with state support. With respect 

to size, we confine our attention to housing estates with at least 2,000 housing units. The focus 

on the project is on estates built in the second half of the 20th century. Taking these elements 

together, this project is concerned with large-scale housing estates built in the second half of the 

20th century that can be defined as groups of at least 2,000 housing units that are recognised as 

distinct and geographical areas, planned by the state or with state support.1

1.2 The contents of this report

In a first report of the RESTATE project (Murie et al., 2003) we concentrated on the structural 

and other factors that explain the differences between the success and failure of large post-

WWII estates in Europe. A later series of reports dealt specifically with large housing estates in 

the ten countries previously mentioned. In these reports descriptions can be found of the estates 

1  In the rest of the report we refer to these estates as large housing estates. 
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in which the RESTATE research has taken place (see Andersson et al., 2003 for the report on 

Sweden, also see our website (www.restate.geog.uu.nl) for an overview of the rest of the reports). 

In a third report the focus was on the policies and practices in the estates (see Öresjö et al., 2004 

for the report on Sweden and the website for the other reports). 

The basic question addressed in the present report reads as follows:

Which inhabitants profit from the developments and policies in the estates? Which inhabitants 

experience clear disadvantages? 

This research question makes it clear that the inhabitants of the estates stand to the fore in this 

report. It seems logical to assume that current residents would profit from improvements made 

to their area. But favourable developments such as better housing, more employment 

opportunities, and better social cohesion may benefit some people or groups but may pass others 

by completely. Older people will not benefit from policies targeted at those of working age; 

childless households will not benefit from policies aimed at families; and residents will benefit 

differentially or at a different time or with different degrees of disruption depending on the part 

of the estate or the kind of housing in which they live. These patterns may mean that households 

from minority ethnic groups by and large gain less than others – or the other way around. Young 

people may profit more than old people, households with children more than singles or two-

person households. Moreover, developments and policies may have perverse effects: higher 

quality housing may lead to higher rents and these may force people to move out. Increased 

social cohesion for some groups may increase exclusion for others; increased employment for 

some may result in fewer chances for others. 

Most results in this report are based on a survey carried out in our estates. The opinions and 

experiences of the inhabitants of the estates stand to the fore in this survey. 

In the second chapter of this report, we give a brief description of the estates that feature in 

this report: Tensta and Husby in Stockholm and Råslätt and Öxnehaga in the medium-sized 

city of Jönköping, all four post-WWII housing estates. In Chapter 3 we say something about 

the survey and give some first impressions of the results of the survey. Thereafter, we split the 

report into three separate chapters for each city. The survey is conducted in different ways in 

Jönköping and Stockholm and the policies targeting the estates in the two cities differ to a large 

extent. Therefore, to state this, we have chosen to have separate chapters presenting the results 

of the survey and outcomes of policies in the two cities. In the last chapter though, we discuss 

similarities and differences between the two cities. Chapters 4 to 6 cover Stockholm and Chap-

ters 7 to 9 focus on the Jönköping estates. Chapter 4 (and 7) focus on the positive and negative 

aspects of the estates as seen through the eyes of the residents. Here we describe the kinds of 

people who are satisfied with their homes and with their environment and what they think about 

the social relationships on their estates. In Chapters 5 (and 8) we concentrate on the effects of 

the policies, again according to the respondents. Chapters 6 (and 9) concerns the future: do peo-

ple think that the estate will be a better place to live in the future? Or do people want to move 

out as soon as possible? In Chapter 10 we present our general conclusions for all four estates. 

This report is concerned with two Swedish cities, Stockholm and Jönköping; the same kind 

of information for estates in other countries in the RESTATE project can be found in the 

parallel reports.
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2 The estates: a brief overview2

In Stockholm, two housing estates in the north-western part of the city, located at the Järva 

Field, have been selected for the RESTATE project. Tensta and Husby were both part of the 

Million Programme (MP) housing scheme (mid 1960s to mid 1970s) although Husby was one 

of the latest to be constructed, implicating that some of the early criticism of MP scale and 

design had been taken into account when the planning for Husby was finalised. That and the 

fact that Husby, contrary to Tensta, did not experience many social problems in the first decade 

of its existence, are the primary reasons for our selection of the Stockholm estates. 

In Jönköping the two housing estates that have been selected to the RESTATE project are 

located between five and ten kilometres from the city centre; Råslätt in the southern part and 

Öxnehaga in the eastern part. Råslätt and Öxnehaga were also part of the Million Programme 

(MP). Råslätt is a typical estate of the MP. Öxnehaga however was planned and constructed 

later than Råslätt with a mix of rental housing, cooperatives and owner-occupied single-family 

housing. The last two tenure forms usually attract more established and socio-economically 

stronger households compared to rental housing. From the beginning, Öxnehaga compared to 

Råslätt did not experience many social problems.

This chapter aims at giving an overview of the history and character of the four selected estates 

in the two cities. This will hopefully establish a context needed for understanding the results of 

the survey.

2.1 Tensta 

Tensta is located about 10 kilometres northwest of downtown Stockholm. The construction of 

the estate began in 1966 and was finished in 1971. The public transports connecting Tensta with 

other parts of Stockholm comprise buses and a subway. The Tensta housing estate is part of the 

Spånga-Tensta municipal district authority, one of eighteen districts in Stockholm City. 

2.1.1 Housing and physical structure
Tensta has close to 6,000 dwellings, with two-thirds of them being either one- or two-bedroom 

apartments. Two-thirds of the dwellings are owned by public housing companies, and most of 

2  For a more in depth description of the estates see Andersson et al., 2003.
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the remaining apartments are cooperative housing.3 Tensta also has a small share of owner-

occupied semi-detached housing.

The estate was planned to be dispersed over a large green field, leaving much green spaces in 

between. Internally, the blocks were organised in right-angled systems and the blocks were 

large. High-rise houses were placed along the passing highway (E18), but in perspective of what 

was considered to be high-rise at the time, they had a modest height of six-storey houses. 

Elsewhere, houses were lower but placed rather densely. The entire concept in the general plan 

presupposed high ambitions in the actual detail planning and construction process in order to 

achieve variations in building styles. However, the latter failed in many ways. Traffic separation 

was another key feature, where different road users (pedestrians, bikers, cars, subway) have 

separated paths.

2.1.2 Population characteristics
Today (2003), Tensta has 17,463 inhabitants, of which 62 per cent are foreign citizens or 

foreign-born. Swedish-born is the most numerous nationality but many of these individuals 

have foreign-born parents. Out of more than 100 foreign nationalities represented in Tensta, 

the five most common countries of origin are Iraq, Somalia, Turkey, Syria and Finland. The 

population is also young, about 30 per cent is younger than 16, compared to one-fifth in 

Stockholm. The gender composition is close to equal. The residents in Tensta have on average 

a lower educational level than in Stockholm at large. The employment rate is 50.7 per cent (in 

ages 20-64) compared to Stockholm an average of 75 per cent. The welfare dependency rate is 

also much higher than the city average. 

2.1.3 Service 
The estate has its own small-scale shopping centre, recently renovated and turned in to an 

indoor centre. However, the profiles of the stores have often been low-budget and more fancy 

stores have not been attracted to the centre. The managing company of the centre, 

‘Centrumkompaniet’, has made serious efforts to attract multiple stores, as for example H&M, 

but until recently without success. Today, one multiple store, ‘Lindex’, is located in the centre. 

The other stores in the centre are more of a bazaar-like style, selling a little bit of everything. 

The centre also contains a food store, a restaurant and a café. The centre has no banks but a post 

office and two cash dispensers. 

In Tensta there is also a more informal, or semi-informal, shopping centre located in a former 

garage. Here one can find everything from a hairdresser to a jeweller. This more or less informal 

shopping centre is accepted by the authorities although several restrictions probably are broken 

(like fire security regulations and the presumed hiring of a black labour force). 

The health care service in the neighbourhood is sufficient. The neighbourhood has its own 

schools, from primary schools to a high school and a gymnasium. 

2.1.4 Development and future challenges
The early history was marked by many failures, most notably the slow expansion of vital 

commercial and public services. The subway was also not in operation until four years after the 

3  Note that Sweden does not have any social housing and that public housing is open for all types of households. 
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area was finished. This led to a bad reputation of the neighbourhood from the beginning and 

this has been persistent. 

In terms of socio-economic indicators, Tensta has a weak position. The estate has a low 

employment rate, many residents rely upon social welfare, many have a low educational level, 

and until the present a very tight housing market emerged in the late 1990s, the turnover was 

rather high with some 2,000 out of 16,000-17,000 people arriving to and leaving Tensta each 

year. In the period 1990-1995, half the population residing in Tensta in 1990 left the area, 

compared to a Stockholm neighbourhood average of 37 per cent. Tensta is one of the main 

points of entry to the Stockholm housing market, in particular for foreign-born refugees.

The present shortage of housing in the Stockholm region is both an advantage and a disad-

vantage for Tensta residents. On the one hand, Tensta and other ‘deprived neighbourhoods’ 

have no vacancies and this tends to stabilise the population and decrease turnover rates. On the 

other hand the housing shortage can make it more difficult to migrate out of the area. Many 

immigrants who would like to leave the estate, and those who can afford to do so, have problems 

finding attractive alternatives.

Despite clear improvements around the turn of the millennium, the low level of labour market 

participation for immigrants is the biggest single problem that emerges in discussions with 

residents, representatives of the municipal departments and other key persons in the area. Next 

to this, educational matters, for instance the conditions for the young generation to learn proper 

Swedish, are regarded to be important issues.

2.2 Husby

The Husby housing estate is located about 11 kilometres northwest of downtown Stockholm. 

The construction of Husby commenced in 1972 and was completed in 1975. Husby is part of 

the Kista municipal district authority, which consists of three neighbourhoods: Kista, Husby 

and Akalla. Public transports connecting Husby to other parts of Stockholm are comprised of 

buses and a subway.

2.2.1 Housing and physical structure
Husby has over 4,700 dwellings, with a vast majority of them being two- or three-room 

apartments. Three-quarters are rental housing (of which 42 per cent is owned by public housing 

companies) and the rest are cooperative housing. 

The backbone structure of the entire northern Järva area is the central pathway and service 

passage that is separated from traffic and which connects the three estates (Kista-Husby-Akalla) 

with each other. Along this path all service functions are concentrated (shops, schools, libraries, 

health services, subway stations, churches etc.). The design resembles, or attempts to recreate, a 

village road. Obviously, ideas about a smaller scale can be seen as an early reaction to the 

criticism that faced Tensta and other forerunners in the MP construction programme. Husby is 

built in the form of right-angled units; Akalla has a more free structure, which in Kista was 

developed into a highly varied form. 

Most houses in Husby are five storey-buildings, but the central part is denser and has some 

high-rise buildings. Some houses have recently had an extra storey added to them in an attempt 
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to find more housing for students in Kista and with the underlying idea that the area would 

benefit from an increasing social mix. Like in Tensta, traffic separation is another key feature.

2.2.2 Population characteristics
Today, Husby houses a population of 11,657 (2003) of which 59 per cent have a foreign 

background. Husby was initially not an immigrant dense neighbourhood, it changed into that 

during the late 1980s when Sweden experienced a large influx of refugee immigrants. The five 

most common countries of birth are Sweden, Iran, Iraq, Ethiopia and Somalia. 

The population in Husby is also very young, about a quarter of them being under 16 years, 

compared to a fifth in wider Stockholm. The gender composition is close to equal. The residents 

in Husby have on average a lower educational level than in Stockholm at large. The employment 

rate is 56 per cent (2001) compared to 75 per cent in Stockholm. This also implies that the social 

welfare dependency rate is high and that average incomes are low.

2.2.3 Service
Husby has a local centre with public services such as a post office (closed June 1st, 2004), a Social 

Insurance Office and some commercial services. The centre contains mostly local shops and no 

multiple stores. In closeby Kista, a big shopping mall with all kinds of stores, restaurants and 

cafés, has recently been built. This has made it extremely difficult to maintain a high standard 

of the commerce in Husby centre; it was problematic even before. 

2.2.4 Development and future challenges
Husby was one of the latest large housing estates to be built within the Million Programme and 

has during its soon 30 years of existence gone through a major transformation from a well-

planned, modern suburb to a problematic estate.

As in Tensta the problems of the Husby estate are related to the residents’ weak socio-

economic positions. This affects the attractiveness of the neighbourhood and of course the daily 

life of the residents. The reputation of the estate is bad. The main targets for political action are 

to combat unemployment, which is closely connected to policies to integrate the immigrant 

population. The residents face problems with racial discrimination and exclusion. Actions are 

also taken to lower the rather high turnover rate, improving the performance of schools and 

reversing trends towards increasing poverty and social exclusion. Efforts are made to link 

Husby’s development to the dynamics of Kista’s industrial development.

2.3 Råslätt

Råslätt is a large housing estate situated in the south part of Jönköping, which is the tenth largest 

municipality in Sweden. Råslätt, as well as Öxnehaga (the other large housing estate in 

Jönköping that is analysed in this study), was constructed during the Million Programme (MP) 

in the late 1960s and first half of the 1970s. Råslätt is very representative as an expression of the 

housing policy in Sweden during this particular time period. Although Råslätt is not as large as 

Tensta and Husby, its relative size on the local housing market in Jönköping is most significant. 
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2.3.1 Housing and physical structure
There are around 2,200 flats in Råslätt, which correspond to around 10 per cent of all blocks of 

flats in Jönköping. The estate is a well-distinguished suburban area, about five kilometres south 

of the city centre of Jönköping. Råslätt is owned by one of the municipality’s housing companies 

and consists of 30 uniformly built 6-8 storey buildings, initially containing 2,657 flats. The first 

house was finished 1968 and the last 1972. The housing stock is dominated by flats that have 

1-2 bedrooms.

2.3.2 Population characteristics
Today, the population in Råslätt is 4,571 inhabitants (2002) of which 47 per cent are born in 

other countries. More than 50 per cent of the population are people between 0-34 years and 

15 per cent are over 65. About 22 per cent of the population are younger than 16 compared to 

Jönköping as a whole having about 19 per cent. 

The employment rate and the income level are the lowest in the region. The employment rate 

dropped significantly during the years of economic crisis in Sweden in the first half of the 1990s. 

The employment rate for men is 57 per cent (2000) and the employment rate for women is 

41 per cent (2000). 

2.3.3 Service
The estate is divided into two sections. In the middle there is a complex containing a commercial 

building (built in 1972), a medical and social care centre (1974), a church (1975) and a recreation 

building, which is integrated with one of Råslätt’s three primary schools (1975). Besides the 

centrally located facilities, there are schools, nursery schools, a kiosk, etc. The commercial 

building was renovated and rebuilt in 2000-2001.

There are public transportation facilities of good quality between Råslätt and the centre of 

Jönköping. Three to five buses leave (and return) every hour from Råslätt, depending on the 

high- and low-traffic intensity during the day. The travelling time between the centre of 

Jönköping and Råslätt is 15 minutes by bus. 

2.3.4 Development and future challenges
The municipality and the municipal housing company pay much attention to managing Råslätt 

with the purpose to reduce problems related to segregation and to improve living conditions in 

the estate. The problems in the estate are not so much tied to the physical construction, more 

to social and economic conditions for the families who live in the area. 

There have been problems with vacancies from time to time in the area. These problems 

correlate very much with the overall business fluctuations of the Swedish economy. In the 

middle of the 1990s there were a significant number of vacancies, which decreased during the 

economic boom in the late half of the 1990s. Currently (2004) there are only a few vacant flats 

in Råslätt.
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2.4 Öxnehaga

Öxnehaga is a housing estate located approximately ten kilometres east of Jönköping city centre. 

It sits on a hill overlooking Lake Vättern and it is close to nature.

2.4.1 Housing and physical structure
Öxnehaga is bordered by an industrial area to the north and by nature reserves on the other three 

sides. There are no through streets located within the housing area itself, as it was built to be as 

automobile-free as possible. There is a main road leading out to Öxnehaga, with three entrance 

roads into the area itself.

Öxnehaga was built in the early 1970s, and is not as typical an estate from the Million 

Programme as Råslätt. There are areas with cooperatives and single-family houses located in the 

northern and southern parts of the estate. The middle of the estate consists of blocks of flats. 

Since a few years ago, the flats are owned by the same municipal housing company as in Råslätt. 

There are a total of 2,171 dwellings in Öxnehaga, of which 1,495 are rental flats and 99 of these 

flats are special living for the elderly.

2.4.2 Population characteristics
The population in Öxnehaga today is about 5,285 (2002) people of which about 25 per cent are 

younger than 16 and about 11 per cent are over 65. The employment rate for men in 2000 is 

75 per cent and for women 63 per cent. 

Poor standard of the physical structure and poor management of the estate caused a large 

number of vacancies in the block of flats during a period of at least ten years from the middle of 

the 1980s. At this time the number of immigrants increased in the estate. Today the number of 

foreign-born people in Öxnehaga is approximately 26 per cent which is considerably higher than 

average within the municipality of Jönköping (10 per cent) (Välfärdsindikatorer för kommunens 

delområden, 2001). 

2.4.3 Service
There is a centre in the middle of Öxnehaga which was built in 1976, along with one of two 

primary schools, a church and a library. The centre is also home to a grocery store, a kiosk, a 

bakery and a pizzeria. A primary health care centre, a social service centre and a dentist’s office 

were built in 1978. Along with these facilities, the housing estate also has an additional 

elementary school built in 1973, sports facilities, nurseries and an area with allotment-gardens. 

There was a post office, a bank and one more grocery store located in the centre at one time, but 

they were closed when the estate suffered from high numbers of vacant flats.

2.4.4 Development and future challenges
Initially, Öxnehaga was considered to be a functional estate. Its location and view of Lake 

Vättern made it attractive. Over the years, however, there have developed many problems with 

the physical condition of the buildings and the organisation between the different municipal 

housing companies. There have been three different municipal housing companies managing 

the estate over the years. Inferior housing standards and problems within the organisation of the 

housing service and management damaged the reputation of the blocks of flats significantly. The 

area was renovated in several stages from 1985-1994. Today, Öxnehaga and Råslätt are included 
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in the ten-year-long comprehensive project-programme, which is controlled by the city 

commissioner. The main objectives of the programme are focused on increasing employment, 

decreasing dependency on welfare and better integration of immigrants into Swedish society. 

The number of people with immigrant backgrounds is higher than average for the total 

municipality, but not as high as is found in Råslätt. This also holds true for unemployment 

anddependence on welfare allowances.

Efforts have been made in Sweden to solve problems found in large housing estates. One way 

was by mixing different types of housing. Öxnehaga is an example of this, and can be described 

as a differentiated area. Higher income families live in the area characterised by cooperatives and 

home-ownership housing, and lower income families are usually housed in the rental flats. 

Earlier in the interview process it became more or less clear, that there is no solidarity or feeling 

of community between the adults living in the blocks of flats and those living in the single-family 

housing areas. Both have their own organisations and clubs. It is mostly among the children and 

youth where contact is made, through nursery schools, schools and recreation centres. Also, a 

certain amount of contact is made through clubs and youth organisations where children 

participate. The majority of leaders within the youth organisations come from the single-family 

housing areas. People living in the blocks of flats have no reason to visit the single-family 

housing area, and those living in the single-family housing area generally visit Öxnehaga centre 

only briefly. 

2.5 Conclusions

The problems of the estates in Stockholm and Jönköping relate to socio-economic factors, 

particularly unemployment, but many now believe that unemployment among foreign born 

people not only has to do with lack of skills and education but also – maybe primarily – with 

discrimination and racism. This is a type of problem that cannot be tackled locally; it is not a 

‘neighbourhood problem’. Large amounts of money, from both the state and the municipality, 

have been put into Tensta and Husby in order to turn the development around. In Råslätt and 

Öxnehaga, the municipality has developed similar integration programmes but without state 

support. 

In the recent 20-25 years Stockholm as well as Jönköping have undergone increasing socio-

economic polarisation. Especially foreign born people in large housing estates like Husby, Ten-

sta, Råslätt and Öxnehaga have experienced increasing levels of unemployment, stigmatisation 

and social exclusion. The employment crisis of the early 1990s hit these neighbourhoods severe-

ly and improvements due to better macro-economic conditions and area-based interventions 

have not been enough for restoring the pre-crisis situation, which in itself was not acceptable in 

the perspective of the high ideals for employment and welfare shared by most Swedes. 

Employment rates and average incomes are slightly higher in Husby than in Tensta but both 

neighbourhoods have a bad reputation in the city and are often regarded as being violent and 

criminal places. In Jönköping, the employment rates and income levels are higher in Öxnehaga 

than in Råslätt, which has the lowest levels in the entire region. There are differences between 

the reputation of the two estates in Jönköping. Råslätt had and still has a bad reputation in the 

city. Öxnehaga had early on a good reputation but this has clearly detoriated. The population 

characteristics of the four areas are similar with a high share of immigrants, young people, 
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unemployed, and social welfare recipients. The characteristics are more marked in Råslätt than 

in Öxnehaga because in Öxnehaga there are different types of housing, blocks of flats, 

cooperatives and single-family houses. In Sweden there are usually big differences between 

living in rental flats and living in cooperatives and owner-occupied single-family houses. Tensta 

has some owner-occupied semi-detached housing while Husby is entirely characterised by 

multi-family housing. Both estates are dominated by rental housing but comprise about 25 per 

cent cooperative housing, a type of tenure which normally attracts more established and socio-

economically stronger households than does rental housing. 

The provision of commercial services is somewhat better in Tensta than in Husby, however if 

nearby Kista is taken into account people would state the opposite. The level of public services 

is roughly the same, and most public institutions are well-structured and fulfil important 

functions vis-à-vis the local populations. Both estates receive substantially more public funding 

compared to other districts in Stockholm. In Råslätt there is a big commercial building which 

divides the estate in two sections. There are centrally located, well-organised facilities around 

the commercial building which are used by the inhabitants in the estate and by people from the 

surrounding areas. In Öxnehaga there is a very small commercial centre but the facilities around 

are similar to those found in Råslätt. 

Husby’s geographical position close to the telecommunication cluster in Kista can hopefully 

be beneficial for the long-term development of the estate. Political actions are taken with the 

aim to better connect Husby with Kista and to develop projects that generate jobs for residents 

in Husby. Tensta is located close to a smaller industrial site called Lunda Nova and employment 

projects have made productive use of this proximity. 

To conclude: the solution of the multifaceted problems identified in the four estates in both 

Stockholm and Jönköping has come to focus on employment issues. The basic idea is that 

employment improves the living condition in several ways. Employment does not only improve 

the residents’ economic standard but also results in better access to the main Swedish society and 

employment is thus seen as a crucial step in a positive cumulative process.
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Photo gallery
Tensta housing estate in Stockholm   

Picture 1 – The main square (Photo: 

Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)

Picture 2 – A playground (Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Picture 3 – A subway entrance at the main square 

(Photo: Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)

Picture 4 – The indoor galleria (Photo: Dennis 

Solid, 26-10-2004)
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Picture 5 – Typical entrance of a 

large building from the outside 

(Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Picture 6 – Conditions of the entrance area from 

the inside (Photo: Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)

Picture 7 – The inside of a lift (Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Picture 8 – A milieu building, garbage collection 

point (Photo: Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)
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Figure 1 – Location where the photo’s were taken on the Tensta housing estate

Picture 9 – Car parking structure at Tensta Centre. 

Despite criticism over the physical outlook and design of

the Tensta estate, present interventions do not so much 

focus on these aspects (Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Picture 10 – Tensta’s new indoor galleria. The 

commercial centre in Tensta and in many other large 

housing estates in Stockholm are now owned by a 

specialised municipal company, ‘Centrumkompaniet’. 

This is an attempt to strengthen the commercial service 

base of the estates. It has however not been easy to 

attract more up-market shops to the centres (Photo: 

Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)

1: Tensta Centre 
2: Tensta Allé 31 
3: Tensta Centre 
4: Tensta Centre 
5: Tensta Allé 31
6: Tensta Allé 31
7: Tensta Allé 31
8: Sotingeplan 42-54 
9: Tensta Centre 
10: Tensta Centre 
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Husby housing estate in Stockholm 

Picture 11 – The main square (Photo: Dennis 

Solid, 26-10-2004)

Picture 12 – A playground (Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Picture 13 – A subway entrance at the main square 

(Photo: Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)

Picture 14 – The main square on a working day 

(Photo: Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)
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Picture 15 – A subway entrance at the 

main square (Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Picture 16 – The main square on a working day (Photo: 

Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)

Picture 17 – The inside of a lift (Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Picture 18 – A milieu station, garbage collection point 

(Photo: Dennis Solid, 26-10-2004)
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Figure 2 – Location where the photos were taken on the Husby housing estate

Picture 19 – A fruit and vegetable 

stand in Husby Centre. After the 

expansion of the nearby Kista 

galleria, retail businesses in Husby 

have difficulties attracting enough 

customers (Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Picture 20 – An example of housing design in Husby. 

Buildings are normally very well-maintained and 

physical measures have not been a priority in recent 

policy interventions (Photo: Dennis Solid, 

26-10-2004)

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Råslätt housing estate in Jönköping

Picture 21 – An aerial view of Råslätt housing 

estate (Photo: Bostads AB VätterHem)

Picture 22 – A typical building (Photo: Lars 

Petterson, 30-09-2004)

Picture 23 – A typical entrance of a large building 

from the outside (Photo: Lars Petterson, 30-09-

2004)

Picture 24 – A parking place near the shopping centre 

in the middle of the estate (Photo: Lars Petterson, 

30-09-2004)
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Picture 25 – The entrance of the shopping centre from 

the parking place (Photo: Lars Petterson, 

30-09-2004)

Picture 26 – The inside of the 

shopping centre (Photo: Lars 

Petterson, 30-09-2004)

Picture 27 – The main square in 

Råslätt (Photo: Lars Petterson, 

30-09-2004)
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Picture 28 – The main public 

transport centre under the shopping 

centre (Photo: Lars Petterson, 

30-09-2004)

Picture 29 – A main street (Photo: Lars Petterson, 

30-09-2004)

Picture 30 – A playground (Photo: Lars Petterson, 

30-09-2004)

Picture 31 – A street in the middle of the estate (Photo: 

Lars Petterson, 30-09-2004)
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Figure 3 – Råslätt and Öxnehaga estates and the city centre of Jönköping

Picture 32 – A garbage collection place in the 

estate (Photo: Lars Petterson, 30-09-2004)

Råslätt

Öxnehaga

City Centre  
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Öxnehaga housing estate in Jönköping

Figure 4 – Locations where pictures were taken on the Råslätt housing estate

Picture 34 – Typical buildings in the Öxnehaga estate 

and in the background a view over some of the 

industrial areas in Huskvarna (Photo: Christina 

Siwertsson, 30-9-2004)

Picture 33 – View over Lake Vättern and the parking 

near the main square in the middle of Öxnehaga 

(Photo: Christina Siwertsson, 30-9-2004)
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Picture 35 – A typical entrance of a large 

building from inside (Photo: Christina 

Siwertsson, 30-9-2004)

Picture 37 – The inside of a 

lift (Photo: Christina 

Siwertsson, 30-9-2004)

Picture 36 – The high-rise 

building (Photo: Christina 

Siwertsson, 30-9-2004)

Picture 38 – The main public 

transport station in the estate 

near the main square (Photo: 

Christina Siwertsson, 

30-9-2004)
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Picture 39 – The main square (Photo: 

Christina Siwertsson, 30-9-2004)

Picture 40 – The church (Photo: Christina Siwertsson, 

30-9-2004)

Picture 41 – A group of residents from Öxnehaga 

(Photo: Christina Siwertsson, 30-9-2004)

Picture 42 – A playground near one of the schools in 

the middle of the estate (Photo: Christina Siwertsson, 

30-9-2004)
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Figure 5 – Locations where pictures were taken on the Öxnehaga housing estate

Picture 43 – A garbage collection place 

(Photo: Christina Siwertsson, 30-9-2004)

Picture 44 – The cooperative housing area 

(Photo: Christina Siwertsson, 

30-9-2004)
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3 The survey: methodological issues and 
some characteristics of respondents and 
dwellings

This chapter describes the survey methodologies used in the estates and also presents some 

results regarding characteristics of the respondents in the two cities. 

3.1 The survey 

3.1.1 The survey method
The surveys in Stockholm (Tensta and Husby) and in Jönköping (Råslätt and Öxnehaga) were 

designed with the overall aim of reaching representative samples. The surveys were carried out 

in the entire estates (see the Appendix for the survey). To be able to reach different categories 

of residents, the estates in Stockholm were divided into different geographical districts. The 

districts vary in terms of housing type, tenure, ethnic profile and density. The ambition was to 

get 100 respondents (observations) in each estate. For each sub-district we decided a specific 

number of respondents according to information about the number of residents per district. In 

Stockholm, we did not have access to complete address lists and therefore decided to go door-

to-door. 

In Stockholm, we hired people that carried out most of the interviews. The interviewers were 

recommended by our contacts at the local district administration offices. Two university trained 

female students with immigrant backgrounds were hired for the interviews in Tensta. They both 

had previous experience from interviewing and had language skills in some of the minority 

languages spoken in the estate. They made about 40 interviews each, and the remaining 20 were 

conducted by ourselves. 

In Husby, we first hired a student who had assisted us before during the early stages of the 

RESTATE project (Dennis Solid),4 who knew the estate well. He was hired to perform 

interviews but also to be locally responsible for practical arrangements. The local administration 

office in Husby recommended seven interviewers who were permanently or temporarily 

employed by the municipal district and several of them had the type of language skills that we 

thought were essential to successfully complete interviews with a representative sample of 

Husby’s population. They did 10-12 interviews each. 

4  Dennis Solid was later hired for transcribing the entire interview material collected in Tensta and Husby and 

contributed to the writing up of this report. 
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We organised a meeting with the interviewers where we explained the basic research questions 

and the aim of the RESTATE project in general, and this study in particular. We gave detailed 

instructions on how to proceed. In order to select representative respondents we decided to vary, 

as far as possible, size of the blocks of flats, tenancy, floor, size of the flats, location in the 

building, household size, gender and ethnicity. We also tried to get in contact with respondents 

at different times of the day and on different weekdays. We performed all interviews within a 

period of two months (April-May 2004). 

The interviews were conducted in different ways depending on practicalities. If the 

respondent had the time, we sat down with them and asked the questions, normally in their 

home. In some cases the respondents filled in the form themselves and we then picked it up at 

their house later, which gave them a chance to ask us about the questions if there was anything 

unclear. In some cases the respondents filled in the forms themselves and sent it to us by mail. 

In a few cases we arranged to do the interview later over the phone. The interviews were mostly 

done by only one interviewer, however, some interviewers in Husby decided to do joint 

interviews.

The surveys in Råslätt and Öxnehaga also targeted the entire estates. In Jönköping we 

received assistance from the municipality of Jönköping, who made a random selection of 

150 households in Råslätt and 150 households in Öxnehaga. The households were selected from 

the municipalities census records. As the first of June 2004 there were seven vacant flats in 

Råslätt. Råslätt has a total of 2,216 flats, of which 530 are student flats, and 113 are special 

accommodations for the elderly. Öxnehaga has 1,495 flats, of which 99 are service dwellings and 

special accommodations for the elderly. There are two single-family housing areas with a total 

of 596 single-family homes as well as 80 cooperative homes (Områdesfakta, 2003). After leaving 

a list of the actual street addresses, a random selection of houses was performed from the lists 

received from the municipality. At Råslätt, all of the households chosen were rental flats. At 

Öxnehaga 100 of the households chosen were rental flats and 50 of the chosen were living in 

single-family housing and cooperatives. As of the first of June 2004 there were only four vacant 

flats in Öxnehaga. According to Områdesfakta (2003), there were 4,571 residents in Råslätt and 

5,285 residents in Öxnehaga in the year 2002.

For the actual interviewing we hired three university trained students who had previous 

experience with performing interviews. Two of them also entered the data into the database. We 

had a meeting with the students in order to present the objectives for the project and to go 

through the questionnaire as well as to plan in detail the structure for how the interviews should 

be performed and recorded. We also formulated an introduction letter where we presented the 

project and ourselves, as well as to notify those participating that three students would be present 

for the interviews. In the letter, we also explained how their answers to our questions would be 

used, and that their participation would be anonymous. Finally, we notified them as to when the 

interviews were going to be performed. The letters were distributed to the mail boxes of the 

households a few days before the interviews were to begin. Additionally, we provided official 

certificates to the students explaining that they were performing interviews on behalf of the 

Blekinge Institute of Technology for the RESTATE project, as well as who was responsible for 

the project. The interviews were carried out in April 2004.

We performed ten interviews together with two translators who spoke Bosnian, Arabic, and 

Syrian. Additional interviews were done in Swedish. In total, the students performed 

169 interviews, and the rest were performed by us.
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3.1.2 Outcome
The reaction from people visited for interviews was mostly positive and people were very open 

and friendly. We did not get turned down very often. If people were at home they usually took 

the time to answer our questions. In Tensta and Husby, approximately 55 persons per estate 

refused to be interviewed. The reason was usually lack of time or language difficulties; only a few 

said they simply did not want to participate. And about 40 in each estate (Tensta and Husby) 

were not at home. In Stockholm, we did not always go back to the same door to try again if 

someone was not at home the first time we tried. That would have been too time-consuming. 

The interview usually lasted for around 45 minutes. In total, we got 100 respondents for Tensta 

and 101 for Husby.

Due to the fact that most approaches were done during daytime in Tensta, and also because 

female respondents were more willing than men to agree to participate, we ended up with an 

over representation of female respondents in this estate. However, as many of the questions 

concern the household situation we do not believe that this unbalance is detrimental to the 

analyses.

We would also like to point out that we ended up with a somewhat skewed ethnic 

composition in Tensta and this could very well be due to language skills among the interviewers. 

For instance, one of the hired interviewers speaks Bosnian and 11 per cent of the respondents 

declare themselves as having a Bosnian identity. According to official data concerning the 

country of origin for the Tensta population there were less than 300 from Bosnia in 2000 

(Andersson et al., 2003). Although some of those almost 200 who at that time were recorded to 

be born in ‘Yugoslavia’ might have a Bosnian affiliation we regard the Bosnians to be clearly 

overrepresented. 

Contrary to the outcome in Tensta, the Husby survey comprises a relatively similar number 

of male and female respondents. The reason is probably that more interviews were conducted 

during weekends and evenings. According to official statistics, and confirmed during a focus 

group interview with two leading civil servants and a local politician arranged by us in late June 

2004, the Husby sample seems to be rather balanced in terms of ethnicity and other 

demographic characteristics.

After having made a preliminary analysis of the survey material we arranged two separate 

focus group sessions in Tensta and Husby with key civil servants and local politicians. The 

interest to take part in this meeting was quite big in Tensta and we got reactions from about ten 

people. In Husby fewer had time to participate.5 These two hour sessions were taped and some 

comments will be used later on in this report.

The surveys in Råslätt and Öxnehaga in Jönköping are very representative. When respondents 

did not answer at once, new visits were made at various times on various days of the week. All 

those respondents who did not open their doors were visited at least six times. 17 tenants in 

Råslätt and 24 in Öxnehaga refused to answer the questions. At the same time 33 tenants in 

Råslätt and 17 in Öxnehaga did not open the door during any of the six times we visited them. 

This means that we estimate the drop-off rate to be between 15 and 25 per cent.

The reasons as to why tenants refused to participate in the study could be anything from a lack 

of time to problems with the language. Eight questionnaires were handed out in Råslätt, and 

5  The participants of the focus group sessions are listed in the list of references.
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24 questionnaires in Öxnehaga. These questionnaires were filled in by the participants 

themselves and later collected by the interviewer. Since we collected these questionnaires in 

person, the participants had the possibility to discuss questions that were perceived to be unclear 

or complicated to answer.

Those who participated in the survey were positive and took the time to answer the questions. 

We interviewed the participants in their homes. Each interview lasted 30 to 60 minutes. In 

Råslätt, the percentage of participants who were female was 55 per cent, and in Öxnehaga, the 

percentage of female participants was 61. This shows that there was a slightly higher rate of 

answers by women. As mentioned before we do not believe that this is a problem since the 

questions are focused on the household’s experience and situation.

To find out if there are any spill-over effects from the policies, we interviewed people from 

the municipal housing company and project managers from the 100-work project. We also used 

the results from earlier interviews made in the RESTATE project.

3.2 Characteristics of the respondents

Table 3.1 shows the composition of the respondents according to age, duration of living in the 

estate, household type and ethnic identity in the four Swedish estates. There seem to be a fairly 

good representation of different age and household groups but the living alone category is clearly 

under represented compared to official household statistics in two of the estates (Husby, 

Tensta).

Table 3.1 – Age, duration of living, household composition and ethnicity in Husby, Tensta, Råslätt and 

Öxnehaga (%)  

Husby Tensta Råslätt Öxnehaga

Age of respondent

18-30 17.8 18.0 29.0 11.9
31-44 32.7 29.0 30.0 29.4
45-54 29.7 27.0 11.0 16.5
55-64 7.9 15.0 7.0 18.3
65- 7.9 11.0 18.0 19.2
Missing 4.0 - 5.0 4.6
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Duration of living in the dwelling

Before 1961 - - - -
1961-1970 -  4.0 2.0 -
1971-1980 6.9 11.0 8.0 28.4
1981-1990 10.9 15.0 9.0 10.1
1991-1995 29.7 33.0 20.0 11.9
1996-2000 32.7 27.0 25.0 23.9
2001-2004 19.8 10.0 35.0 25.7
Missing - 1.0 0
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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The native/immigrant balance seems to be very good for the estates. According to the official 

statistics, the share of the population that is born in another country is 47 per cent in Råslätt and 

26 per cent in Öxnehaga (Jönköping Statistics, 2002). These shares are higher in the Stockholm 

estates, 57-58 per cent in both Tensta and Husby (Andersson et al., 2003). In age-groups over 

20, the share of immigrants is much higher. According to official statistics, about half the 

Swedish-born population in immigrant-dense areas have a foreign background and we should 

expect that some of these report other than a Swedish identity when asked about their national 

identities.

Household composition

Live alone 21.8 16.0 40.0 15.6
Couple without children 16.8 17.0 16.0 30.3
Couple with child(ren) 48.5 47.0 28.0 35.8
Singel parent with child(ren) 7.9 12.0 4.0 14.7
Other 5.0 8.0 8.0 1.8
Missing - - 2.0 1.8
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Ethnicity

Native 20.4 31.0 54.0 78.0
Europe outside Sweden 9.9 19.0 12.0 5.5
Rest of the world 69.7 50.0 33.0 16.5
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Table 3.2 – Education and income in Husby, Tensta, Råslätt and Öxnehaga (%)  

Husby Tensta Råslätt Öxnehaga

Years of education

1-5 years 6.0 7.0 13,0 0.9
6-10 years 21.8 15.0 24,0 27.5
11-12 years 31.7 25.0 16,0 23.9
13-14 years 12.9 23.0 20,0 18.3
15 years or more 22.8 25.0 16,0 22.9
Unknown 5.0 4.0 4,0 3.7
Missing 1.0 7.0 2.8
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Paid job

Yes 63.4 46.0 42.0 61.5
No 33.7 43.0 55.0 33.9
No answer 3.0 11.0 3.0 3.7
Missing - - 0.9
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 3.1 – Age, duration of living, household composition and ethnicity in Husby, Tensta, Råslätt and 

Öxnehaga (%)  (continued)

Husby Tensta Råslätt Öxnehaga

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Table 3.2 gives some further details about the four samples, showing the educational, 

employment and income profiles. Due to the fact that the two Stockholm estates contain more 

immigrants from developing countries, a handful of respondents in each estate report a very low 

level of school education. The level of highly educated is somewhat higher than could be 

expected from official statistics but we believe that this has to do with the fact that highly 

educated are somewhat more willing to participate in an interview study of this kind. 

The share of respondents who report being employed seems to be in line with what can be 

expected. Regarding the income profile it seems like we have not reached the poorest. Contrary 

to official statistics very few state that their level of income is low compared to the national level. 

We know that 18 per cent of Husby’s adult population and 26 per cent of Tensta’s belong to the 

lowest income decile (Andersson et al., 2003) and only 5-6 per cent of our sample believe they 

have low-incomes in a national perspective. This could either be because the respondents have 

wrong perceptions or it could be due to the fact that the samples are somewhat skewed towards 

the better-off part of the estates’ population. We believe that the probability for the latter is quite 

high considering the fact that the samples contain relatively many highly educated individuals.

The educational level reported in the survey for Råslätt and Öxnehaga corresponds very well 

with the official statistics for the areas. According to these statistics around 13 per cent of the 

population in Råslätt have post-gymnasium education, and the corresponding share for 

Öxnehaga is around 23 per cent. The situation is the same regarding employment rate, 

unemployment and social benefits as an income source, which are all in the same range as the 

official statistics for the estates in Jönköping. Regarding the observations in Jönköping we find 

them as representative in all aspects. 

Income source for household

Work 73.3 54.0 43.0 66.1
Unemployment or social benefit 9.9 18.0 14.0 5.5
Pension 7.9 19.0 25.0 22.9
Other 6.9 5.0 16.0 2.8
Missing 1.0 4.0 2.0 2.8
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Classification of household income, compared to national level

High 2.0 1.0 1.0 7.3
Medium high 26.7 25.0 9.0 9.2
Average 45.5 32.0 37.0 50.5
Medium low 14.9 21.0 16.0 11.9
Low 5.9 6.0 34.0 14.7
Unknown 4.0 15.0 3.0 3.7
Missing 1.0 - - 2.8
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Table 3.2 – Education and income in Husby, Tensta, Råslätt and Öxnehaga (%)  (continued)

Husby Tensta Råslätt Öxnehaga

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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3.3 The respondents’ dwellings

The respondents’ dwellings in all four large estates in Sweden are dominated by flats that were 

constructed during the 1960s and 1970s. As mentioned earlier, this was the time for the Million 

Programme in Sweden. In Öxnehaga there are also a number of single-family dwellings, which 

are integrated in the estate. Except for single-family dwellings in Öxnehaga all other 

respondents live in flats in multi-family buildings. The housing stock is dominated by blocks of 

flats with more than three floors.

The respondents in the estates are distributed over different floors in a representative way. 

Husby and Tensta has buildings with five-six floors. In Råslätt the buildings are five-eight floors 

high, and Öxnehaga is dominated by buildings with two-three floors. Most respondents live in 

dwellings that they characterise as ‘social housing’. The dwellings are in most cases owned by 

the municipalities, which is shown in the answer regarding tenure in Table 3.3. Most dwellings 

are between 61 and 100 square metres. In Öxnehaga there is a larger share of large dwellings 

compared to the other three estates. This can be explained by the larger share of single-family 

dwellings in this estate. The size distribution is also revealed by the number of bedrooms. Most 

respondents spend around 30 per cent of their income on housing. Residents in Tensta spend 

slightly more of their income on housing. This is also a reflection of the income distribution 

presented above, where Tensta has a larger share of households with ‘medium low’ and ‘low’ 

income compared to the other estates.

Table 3.3 – Dwelling of the respondents in Husby, Tensta, Råslätt and Öxnehaga (%) 

Husby Tensta Råslätt Öxnehaga

Type of dwelling

Flat/apartment 98.0 99.0 100.0 63.0
Single family dwelling
Total abs. (=100%)

-
101

1.0
100

-
100

37.0
109

Building period

1961-1970 - 42.0 97.0 0.9
1971-1980 46.5 14.0 3.0 98.2
1981-1990 5.9 - - -
1991-2000 2.0 - - -
2001-2004
Total abs. (=100%)

3.7
101

-
100

-
100

0.9
109

Number of floors in buildings

1-2 floors - 19.0 - 53.2
3-4 floors 30.7 33.0 - 45.9
5-9 floors 60.4 44.0 100.0 0.9
> 10 
Total abs. (=100%)

-
101

-
100

-
100

-
109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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3.4 Conclusions

The representativity in our Stockholm sample seems to be quite fair. As said before, the samples 

have too few single households and less low-income households than could be expected. The 

highly educated are also over-represented. Regarding the native/foreign aspect the data from 

Stockholm is representative. A strictly representative ethnic composition is however not really 

Floor of respondents’ dwelling

Ground floor 10.9 14.0 14.1 51.5
1st 18.8 29.0 6.1 19.1
2nd 21.8 21.0 14.1 26.5
3rd-5th 42.6 30.0 37.4 2.9
Above 5th 4.0 5.0 28.3 -
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 99 109

Tenure 

Social rent 43.6 61.0 100.0 61,7
Rent from private person 1.0 1.0 - 0,9
Rent from private company 25.7 17.0 - 1,9
Own with mortgage 14.9 10.0 - 25,2
Outright owner 5.9 8.0 - 10,3
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Size of dwelling

< 30 m2 1.0 - 5.0 -
31-40 m2 - 3.0 2.0 -
41-50 m2 4.0 2.0 7.0 0.9
51-60 m2 13.9 5.0 7.0 0,9
61-80 m2 41.6 27.0 32.0 33.0
81-100 m2 33.7 54.0 36.0 18.9
> 100 m2

Total abs. (=100%)
2.0 9.0 9.0

100
46.2

109

Number of bedrooms

One 36.6 18.0 50.0 12.8
Two 39.6 37.0 33.0 27.5
Three 20.8 41.0 12.0 33.0
Four 3.0 4.0 5.0 15.6
> Five - - - 11.0
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100 100 109

Housing expenses (share of income) 

< 10% 3.0 4.0 2.3 3.9
11-30% 26.7 20.0 28.4 46.1
31-50% 43.6 33.0 48.9 36.3
> 50%
Total abs. (=100%)

19.8
101

37.0
100

20.5
100

13.7
109

Table 3.3 – Dwelling of the respondents in Husby, Tensta, Råslätt and Öxnehaga (%) (continued)

Husby Tensta Råslätt Öxnehaga

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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possible to achieve, giving the fact that the estates have more than one hundred nationalities. 

This particular survey question is also about self-stated ethnicity, not country of birth. To sum 

up: the sample is good enough. However, as usually is the case in household surveys, the poorest 

households (in socio-economic terms) are not reached to a very high extent, since they are more 

reluctant to participate in these kinds of inquiries.

The estates in Jönköping, Råslätt and Öxnehaga, are very representative in all aspects we study 

above. Since we did not meet any problems in Jönköping to make a representative selection, we 

should also expect that the data is appropriate. Our conclusion is that there are no significant 

problems when we analyse the data from the four estates in Sweden due to a biased 

representation.
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4 Positive and negative aspects of the 
Stockholm estates 

Chapter 4 deals with positive and negative aspects of the Stockholm estates and we aim at 

describing which types of households that seem to be more pleased and more critical than others 

with their present home and neighbourhood. Some of these differences between households can 

be expected to be multifaceted and many variables can be brought in for analysing individual and 

household background characteristics. However, we have settled for a more simple analysis at 

this stage, aiming at showing the overall pattern and distribution of answers over certain types 

of households (according to, for instance, household composition, age, ethnicity, staying time 

in the neighbourhood, educational level etc.).

4.1 What do people do in the neighbourhood?

Both the meaning of home and the importance of the dwelling and the neighbourhood vary 

between different people and households. For some, the dwelling is simply a place to stay 

overnight and to get some rest and the location might be less important. Normally, the 

attachment to the dwelling and the neighbourhood is weak for such individuals. Others might 

spend much time at home and in the neighbourhood, organise their social life on a more 

territorial basis and feel strongly attached to the home and the neighbourhood.

According to Table 4.1, 43 per cent of the Husby respondents spend more than 10 hours per 

day outside of the estate and close to seven out of ten are away for more than 5 hours. In Tensta 

– reflecting the lower level of employment – 29 per cent are away for more than 10 hours and 

Table 4.1 – Hours per day spent outside the neighbourhood by residents of Husby and Tensta 

(Stockholm) (%)

Hours spent outside the neighbourhood Husby Tensta

10 hours or more
5-9 hours
3-4 hours
1-2 hours
Less than 1 hour
Unknown/missing

43.0
26.0
12.0
11.0
7.0
1.0

29.0
21.0
21.0
13.0
15.0
1.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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five out of ten respondents spend more than 5 hours somewhere else. The share of people almost 

never leaving the estate is also much higher in Tensta (15 compared to 7 per cent).

A clearly higher proportion of the Tensta respondents declare that they are active in an 

association working for neighbourhood improvements (25 compared to 16 per cent for Husby). 

The Husby residents are not less active in associational life as such (bottom part of Table 4.2) 

but it seems like their orientation is less neighbourhood oriented. Regarding what kind of 

participation, it ranges from cleaning activities to attending meetings with residential 

organisations. Part of the explanation for differences in the everyday life spatial pattern of people 

might be due to accessibility issues, such as where people find not only workplaces but also 

important services. Table 4.3 gives an overview of the accessibility dimension.

Most people can access a grocery shop, a bus stop and green areas within ten minutes while 

the access to a bank and post office is not as good. It can be noted that the post office in Husby 

closed on June 1, 2004 and that these answers were given before the closing down of that 

Table 4.2 – Participation in neighbourhood associations and social activities in Husby and Tensta 

(Stockholm) (%)

Husby Tensta

Participation in association to improve the neighbourhood

Yes
No
Unknown
Missing

16.0
81.0
3.0
0.0

25.0
66.0

8.0
1.0

Participation in other social activities

Yes
No
Unknown
Missing
Total abs. (=100%)

28.0
70.0

2.0
0.0

101

23.0
69.0

7.0
1.0

100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 4.3 – Accessibility to different basic service functions in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (% of 

tenants that can reach those functions in 10 minutes by foot)

Facilities Husby Tensta

Grocery shop
Bank
Post office
General practitioner
Public park
Bus stop
Primary school
Dentist
Place of work

99.0
45.0
92.0
71.0
83.0
99.0
81.0
75.0
21.0

93.0
12.0
73.0
77.0
95.0
96.0
85.0
73.0
27.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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particular service institution. It can also be noted that although people might have a grocery shop 

within ten minutes from their home, many complain about the quality. Both areas are clearly 

under-serviced when relating the number of residents to the commercial service functions 

provided in each estate. For Husby residents this means that many of them visit the nearby Kista 

Centre (which has seen heavy investments in recent years) while the local shops in Husby have 

closed down or faced problems staying in business.

4.2 Satisfaction with the dwelling

We have asked the respondents about how they view their dwelling using a ten graded scale (1-

10). 1-4 are coded as ‘not satisfied’, 5-6 as ‘satisfied’ and 7-10 are coded as ‘very satisfied’. The 

more detailed overview of the answers is found in Table 4.4. The Tables 4.5 and 4.6 summarise 

the answers. A majority of people appreciate their home and only 15 per cent in Tensta and 

18 per cent in Husby are unsatisfied with their dwelling. People describing themselves as 

Swedish have an above average appreciation in both estates while immigrants – except for 

European immigrants in Tensta – seem to be clearly more negative. 

Residential time in the estates also have relevance for peoples’ answers in this regard. The 

most negative answers were given by people settling in the estates 4-8 years ago (a vast majority 

of these being non-natives). Recently settled people have a more polarised view about their 

home. Furthermore, tenure seems to have implications and especially respondents living in 

cooperative housing show high appreciation of their dwellings. This is in line with our 

expectations since cooperative housing is a market good and people invest both individually and 

collectively in their property. Normally, such residents can design their own dwelling and they 

have made a choice in the housing market. 

Although the areas might be stigmatised by outsiders, insiders tend to see variations between 

different blocks and districts within the estates. Tenure has also a great impact on maintenance 

as well as for the general reputation. Finally, young Husby respondents (18-30) show less 

appreciation compared to the corresponding age group in Tensta. People in the 55-64 age group 

are the most satisfied in both estates.

Table 4.4 – Satisfaction with the home in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%), general overview (1-

4 unsatisfied, 5-6 satisfied and 7-10 very satisfied)

Satisfaction with the home Husby Tensta

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Unknown/missing

3.0
2.0
5.0
8.0

22.0
18.0
11.0
19.0
4.0
6.0
2.0

3.0
1.0
7.0
3.0

22.0
10.0
7.0

22.0
9.0
11.0
5.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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When it comes to changes in the level of satisfaction over recent years it is clear that the 

satisfaction for most respondents has not changed. The survey shows that the satisfaction has 

decreased for 27 respondents in Husby and 19 in Tensta and only 15, in each estate, says that 

the satisfaction has increased.

Table 4.5 – Satisfaction with the dwelling of respondents in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%)

Ethnicity

Native Europe 
and 

Russia

Africa Asia and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Husby Very satisfied 70.0 27.3 44.4 32.4 16.7 41.4
Satisfied 15.0 36.4 40.0 54.1 50.0 40.4
Not satisfied 15.0 36.4 16.0 13.5 33.3 18.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 20 11 25 37 6 99

Tensta Very satisfied 67.7 63.2 44.4 30.3 66.7 51.6
Satisfied 22.6 26.3 22.2 51.5 33.3 33.7
Not satisfied 9.7 10.5 33.3 18.2 0.0 14.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 31 19 9 33 3 95

Duration of living in the estate

< 1980 1981-1995 1996-2000 2001-2004 Total

Husby Very satisfied 57.1 41.5 28.1 57.9 41.4
Satisfied 28.6 46.3 53.1 10.5 40.4
Not satisfied 14.3 12.2 18.8 31.6 18.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 7 41 32 19 99

Tensta Very satisfied 71.4 51.1 40.0 55.6 51.6
Satisfied 14.3 36.2 44.0 22.2 33.7
Not satisfied 14.3 12.8 16.0 22.2 14.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 14 47 25 9 95

Tenure

Municipal  
housing

Private Coop. and 
owner- 

occupied

Other Total

Husby Very satisfied 37.2 19.2 66.7 66.7 28.7
Satisfied 39.5 61.5 23.8 22.2 40.6
Not satisfied 23.3 19.2 9.5 11.1 30.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 43 26 21 9 99

Tensta Very satisfied 44.8 41.2 77.8 100.0 51.6
Satisfied 39.7 29.4 22.2 0.0 33.7
Not satisfied 15.5 29.4 0.0 0.0 14.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 58 17 18 2 95

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Table 4.6 displays yet another three breakdowns of the dwelling satisfaction variable. In terms 

of the household structure some interesting differences between the two estates deserve some 

attention. It transpires that couples without children are the most content type of household in 

Tensta but the least content category in Husby. Singles with children are predominantly 

satisfied with the dwelling (less than 10 per cent unsatisfied) in both estates while the living 

alone category seem to comprise more unsatisfied residents in Tensta than in Husby.

Table 4.5 – Satisfaction with the dwelling of respondents in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

(continued)

Age categories

18-30 31-44 45-54 55-64 65+ Total

Husby Very satisfied 55.6 24.2 37.9 75.0 57.1 41.1
Satisfied 16.7 57.6 41.4 25.0 28.6 40.0
Not satisfied 27.8 18.2 20.7 0.0 14.3 18.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 18 33 29 8 7 95

Tensta Very satisfied 43.8 50.0 44.0 73.3 42.9 34.1
Satisfied 43.8 42.9 32.0 20.0 14.3 34.1
Not satisfied 12.5 7.1 24.0 6.7 42.9 15.4
Tot.abs. (=100%) 16 28 25 15 7 91

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 4.6 – Satisfaction with the dwelling for respondents in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%)

Household type

Living 
alone

With 
partner 

no 
children

With 
partner 

and 
children

Single 
with 

children

Other and 
unknown

Total

Husby Very satisfied 66.7 43.8 28.6 50.0 40.0 41.4
Satisfied 23.8 25.0 49.0 50.0 60.0 40.4
Not satisfied 9.5 31.3 22.4 0.0 0.0 18.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 21 16 49 8 5 99

Tensta Very satisfied 60.0 53.3 43.5 54.5 75.0 51.6
Satisfied 20.0 40.0 39.1 36.4 12.5 33.7
Not satisfied 20.0 6.7 17.4 9.1 12.5 14.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 15 15 46 11 8 95

Move out within 2 years

Yes No Unknown Total

Husby Very satisfied 21.2 57.5 36.8 41.4
Satisfied 48.5 34.0 42.1 40.4
Not satisfied 30.3 8.5 21.1 18.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 33 47 19 99

Tensta Very satisfied 45.2 58.0 42.9 51.6
Satisfied 35.5 28.0 50.0 33.7
Not satisfied 19.4 14.0 7.1 14.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 31 50 14 95

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Respondents indicating that they plan to move out from the estate within two years could be 

expected to have a more negative view of their dwelling than those who plan not to move. This 

is also the case in both estates but to a much higher extent in Husby than in Tensta. The 

differences between Tensta and Husby are also visible if we cross dwelling satisfaction by 

dwelling space. While people living in the smallest dwellings in Tensta are the most content 

category, this particular group of residents turns out to be the least content one in Husby.

People having fairly modest housing costs in relation to total household income are very 

content with their home, but more so in Tensta than in Husby. Among those who pay more 

than half the income for housing the share of very satisfied residents is about half the one 

reported by the 0-30 per cent category.

4.3 Satisfaction with the estate

Table 4.7 reports on the more detailed answers concerning neighbourhood satisfaction, using 

the same ten-graded scale as for dwelling satisfaction. There is a concentration of answers in the 

middle of the scale but we can notice that a larger proportion of the Husby sample tend to be 

less satisfied with their neighbourhood than in Tensta and that 12 out of 100 Tensta 

respondents have a maximum appreciation of the area. In both estates, and most clearly so in 

Table 4.6 – Satisfaction with the dwelling for respondents in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

(continued)

Dwelling size

Less than 61 

m2
61-80 m2 81-100 m2 100+ m2 Total

Husby Very satisfied 42.1 57.5 23.5 50.0 41.4
Satisfied 26.3 30.0 61.8 50.0 40.4
Not satisfied 31.6 12.5 14.7 0.0 18.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 19 40 34 2 95

Tensta Very satisfied 44.4 56.0 48.1 66.7 51.6
Satisfied 44.4 28.0 38.5 11.1 33.7
Not satisfied 11.1 16.0 13.5 22.2 14.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 9 25 52 9 95

Housing costs (per cent of total household income)

0-30 % 31-50 % More than 
50 %

Unknown Total

Husby Very satisfied 53.3 43.2 26.3 16.7 41.4
Satisfied 36.7 43.2 36.8 50.0 40.4
Not satisfied 10.0 13.6 36.8 33.3 18.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 30 44 19 6 99

Tensta Very satisfied 70.8 45.2 37.1 100.0 51.6
Satisfied 25.0 35.5 42.9 0.0 33.7
Not satisfied 4.2 19.4 20.0 0.0 14.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 24 31 18 5 78

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Husby, more people report having developed a more critical view of the neighbourhood over 

time compared to those reporting having developed a more positive view.

The Husby and Tensta respondents do appreciate the environmental qualities that the green 

spaces provide them. It is also interesting to note that many of the Husby respondents like their 

neighbours (second most common answer) but that an equal share reports that people living in 

the area are an important reason for being critical towards the neighbourhood. In Tensta, more 

people mention people living in the area as a negative aspect compared to those who mention it 

as a quality. Many respondents also mention other aspects and in the other category, communi-

cations are ranked as a positive aspect in both neighbourhoods. The subway brings people to 

downtown Stockholm within approximately 20 minutes.

For each studied sub-category, the level of satisfaction is higher concerning the dwelling than 

for the neighbourhood. The overall impression is that many people say they have ‘quite nice 

housing in bad areas’. In Tensta, more than 50 per cent of all respondents are very satisfied with 

their dwelling but less than a third of them show the same level of appreciation of their 

neighbourhood. In Husby, about 40 per cent appreciate their dwelling while less than 30 per 

cent grade the neighbourhood that high.

We reported quite big differences between the estates in satisfaction regarding the dwelling 

(more critical in Husby). However, when it comes to the level of satisfaction concerning the 

neighbourhood, differences are smaller. Despite the fact that the sample of long-term residents 

is rather limited, it must be discouraging for the housing companies, and the local municipal 

district administration in Kista, that this particular group of residents is clearly discontent 

concerning the Husby estate (the reverse applies for long-term Tensta residents). The tendency 

(Table 4.8) is also that Husby residents have the impression that things are much worse today 

compared to five years earlier in the estate. This may have to do with the fact that Husby, 

contrary to Tensta, was not stigmatised as a bad neigbourhood in the early years, but has a bad 

reputation today.

Table 4.7 – Satisfaction with the neighbourhood in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%), (1-4 

unsatisfied, 5-6 satisfied and 7-10 very satisfied)

Satisfaction with the neighbourhood Husby Tensta

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Unknown
Missing

4.0
8.0

14.0
5.0

23.0
17.0
13.0
9.0
4.0
3.0
-
-

5.0
2.0
7.0
9.0

25.0
19.0
9.0
5.0
3.0

12.0
2.0
2.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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In Table 4.9 it is clear that the respondents like the green areas most; the estates are located 

in the Järva Field and a large part of the field is still untouched. The things that the respondents 

were the least satisfied with were the youth facilities and ‘people who live in the neighbourhoods’

(Table 4.10). Funding for youth facilities and activities have been gradually cut back since the 

1970s. But in Tensta, a new youth centre, called the Blue House, has recently been established 

with money from the Metropolitan Development Initiative (Storstadssatsningen), so in contrast 

to Husby the activities for youth have lately improved in Tensta. It seems like this investment 

has passed without notice among our respondents.

In Tensta, the ethnic dimension does not distinguish people having more or less appreciation 

of their neighbourhood (Table 4.11). If anything, Swedes in Tensta are somewhat more satisfied 

than immigrants. In Husby, however, ethnic differences are more pronounced and natives and 

other Europeans are the least content categories. This has probably to do with the fact that 

Tensta has a long history of being immigrant-dense while Husby has experienced a development 

in that direction over the last 15-20 years.

Table 4.8 – Tenants’ satisfaction trend (the last five years) with the neighbourhood in Husby and 

Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Satisfaction trend Husby Tensta

Lower
Same
Higher
Not applicable
Unknown

36.0
35.0
11.0
13.0
5.0

24.0
50.0
14.0
3.0
9.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 4.9 – Aspects that tenants liked most in the neighbourhood in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Most liked Husby Tensta

Green spaces
Accessibility to public services
Playgrounds for children
Youth facilities
Proximity to schools
Quality of local schools
People who live there
Other
Unknown/missing

28.0
9.0
4.0
2.0

15.0
0.0

20.0
14.0
4.0

29.0
7.0
4.0
0.0
9.0
0.0
9.0
9.0

30.0
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Similar to what we found for dwelling satisfaction, tenure seems to have relevance also for 

neighbourhood satisfaction; renters are less satisfied than those living in cooperative housing. 

Furthermore, it seems like the elderly – especially in Husby – are quite discontent about the 

neighbourhood and the same holds true for young people in Tensta.

Table 4.10 – Aspects that tenants liked least in the neighbourhood in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) 

(%) 

Least liked Husby Tensta

Green spaces
Accessibility to public services
Playgrounds for children
Youth facilities
Proximity to work
Proximity to schools
Quality of local schools
People who live there
Other
Unknown/missing

4.0
3.0
7.0

16.0
9.0
2.0
8.0

19.0
16.0
16.0

3.0
3.0
2.0

13.0
2.0
0.0

10.0
26.0
13.0
28.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 4.11 – Satisfaction with the neighbourhood for respondents in Tensta and Husby (Stockholm) 

(%)

Ethnicity

Native Europe 
and 

Russia

Africa Asia and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Husby Very satisfied 35.0 27.3 23.1 27.0 42.9 28.7
Satisfied 20.0 18.2 61.5 45.9 28.6 40.6
Not satisfied 45.0 54.5 15.4 27.0 28.6 30.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 20 11 26 37 7 101

Tensta Very satisfied 36.7 31.6 22.2 24.2 40.0 30.2
Satisfied 40.0 42.1 55.6 51.5 40.0 45.8
Not satisfied 23.3 26.3 22.2 24.2 20.0 24.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 30 19 9 33 5 96

Duration of living in the estate

< 1980 1981-1995 1996-2000 2001-2004 Total

Husby Very satisfied 14.3 29.3 24.2 40.0 28.7
Satisfied 0.0 43.9 48.5 35.0 40.6
Not satisfied 85.7 26.8 27.3 25.0 30.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 7 41 33 20 101

Tensta Very satisfied 40.0 34.8 11.5 44.4 30.2
Satisfied 26.7 45.7 65.4 22.2 45.8
Not satisfied 33.3 19.6 23.1 33.3 24.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 14 47 25 9 95

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Table 4.12 develops neighbourhood satisfaction somewhat further by bringing in another five 

variables. The outcome concerning household types shows quite small differences but it can be 

noted that singles with children are quite satisfied with the neighbourhood. It might be the case 

that this particular group relies more on local social relations and that they find good support 

among neighbours in their often quite difficult situation. 

As expected, those who plan to move out are clearly more unsatisfied with their 

neighbourhood compared to those who declare no moving plans. This could be interpreted in 

different ways. It could be an indication of the fact that people do not find the neighbourhood 

(or the neighbours) particularly attractive and that this circumstance drives out-migration. It 

could also be an indication of a psychological barrier that exists for people who defend their own 

home territory; if you have decided to move it is easier to report a more critical attitude while if 

you have not it might be difficult to express that you are very discontent with your 

neighbourhood.

Being satisfied with your neighbours naturally implicates that you like the neighbourhood 

better than if you have bad or no relations with them. This is also a clear outcome in Table 4.12. 

The differences between those having good and bad relations with their neighbours are most 

pronounced in Husby where a clear majority of those who lack contacts with neighbours are not 

satisfied with their neighbourhood. However, having or not having relatives and friends in the 

neighbourhood, seems to have little influence on how one values the neighbourhood. And 

finally, satisfaction with the neighbourhood seems to have little to do with the educational level.

Table 4.11 – Satisfaction with the neighbourhood for respondents in Tensta and Husby (Stockholm) 

(%) (continued)

Tenure

Municipal 
housing

Private Coop. and 
owner- 

occupied

Other Total

Husby Very satisfied 22.7 18.5 66.7 0.0 28.7
Satisfied 40.9 55.6 9.5 66.7 40.6
Not satisfied 36.4 25.9 23.8 33.3 30.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 44 27 21 9 101

Tensta Very satisfied 20.3 35.3 55.6 50.0 30.2
Satisfied 50.8 29.4 44.4 50.0 45.8
Not satisfied 28.8 35.3 0.0 0.0 24.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 59 17 18 2 96

Age categories

18-30 31-44 45-54 55-64 65+ Total

Husby Very satisfied 33.3 24.2 30.0 50.0 12.5 28.9
Satisfied 33.3 39.4 53.3 12.5 37.5 40.2
Not satisfied 33.3 36.4 16.7 37.5 50.0 30.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 18 33 29 8 7 95

Tensta Very satisfied 5.6 33.3 40.7 33.3 33.3 30.1
Satisfied 66.7 59.3 22.2 40.0 33.3 45.2
Not satisfied 27.8 7.4 37.0 26.7 33.3 24.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 16 28 25 15 7 91

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Table 4.12 – Satisfaction with the neighbourhood of respondents in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%)

Household type

Living 
alone

With 
partner 

no 
children

With 
partner 

and 
children

Single 
with 

children

Other and 
unknown

Total

Husby Very satisfied 40.9 17.6 20.4 50.0 60.0 41.4
Satisfied 40.9 23.5 46.9 50.0 20.0 40.4
Not satisfied 18.2 58.8 32.7 0.0 20.0 18.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 22 17 49 8 5 101

Tensta Very satisfied 35.7 31.3 37.0 16.7 0.0 30.2
Satisfied 35.7 43.8 37.0 66.7 87.5 45.9
Not satisfied 28.6 25.0 26.1 16.7 12.5 24.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 14 16 46 12 8 96

Move out within 2 years

Yes No Unknown Total

Husby Very satisfied 15.2 39.6 25.0 28.7
Satisfied 39.4 41.7 40.0 40.6
Not satisfied 45.5 18.8 35.0 30.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 33 48 20 101

Tensta Very satisfied 18.7 38.0 28.6 30.2
Satisfied 46.9 44.0 50.0 45.8
Not satisfied 34.4 18.0 21.4 24.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 32 50 14 96

Contacts with neighbours

Good Moderate Bad Unknown Total

Husby Very satisfied 25.7 35.7 15.0 - 28.7
Satisfied 60.0 33.3 20.0 - 40.6
Not satisfied 14.3 31.0 65.0 - 30.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 35 42 20 - 101

Tensta Very satisfied 33.9 26.9 15.4 - 29.5
Satisfied 42.9 50.0 53.8 - 46.3
Not satisfied 23.2 23.1 30.8 - 24.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 56 26 13 - 95

Relatives and friends in the neighbourhood

Yes both 
relatives and 

friends

Yes but only 
friends 

Yes but only 
relatives

No Total

Husby Very satisfied 18.9 34.5 20.0 36.7 28.7
Satisfied 48.6 44.8 20.0 30.0 40.6
Not satisfied 32.4 20.7 60.0 33.3 30.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 37 29 5 30 101

Tensta Very satisfied 34.8 27.6 33.3 29.3 30.2
Satisfied 43.5 44.8 66.7 46.3 45.8
Not satisfied 21.7 27.6 0.0 24.4 24.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 23 29 3 42 96

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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As one might expect, we find a strong relationship between dwelling and neighbourhood 

satisfaction (Table 4.13). Of the 18 respondents in Husby who state that they are not satisfied 

with the dwelling, only one has a very postive view of the neighbourhood. In Tensta, none of 

those who regard the dwelling to be not satisfactory express a positive view regarding the 

neighbourhood. The other way around is not very common, but both in Husby and in Tensta 

we find people who are very satisfied with their dwelling while regarding the neighbourhood to 

be not satisfactory.

Finally in this section, we present data concerning how the respondents view a series of 

potential neighbourhood-related problems concerning security, deviant behaviour, employment 

and physical status of the estates. We will later on return to the policy dimension of these sets 

of problems and Table 4.13 is intended to give the reader a more detailed account before turning 

to the policy dimension in Chapter 5. 

Swedish neighbourhoods and public spaces are generally well-maintained and litter and dirt 

on the streets are not perceived as a big problem in the country. A special campaign was initiated 

by the authorities already in the early 1960s with the slogan ‘Keep Sweden Clean’, and this was 

considered to be a success. However, due to cutbacks in the public sector, and reduced ambitions 

by some housing companies, litter and dirt are now once again discussed as an increasing 

problem. In Husby and Tensta a big majority of the respondents sees this as a problem and it is 

in fact receiving the highest number of yes-answers (65 and 76 per cent respectively). Besides 

dirt on the streets, also drug abuse and lack of employment are mentioned as problems by 

respondents in Tensta and Husby. Also other aspects receive a high number of yes-answers but 

with some differences between the estates. Burglary in cars and dwellings and school quality are 

perceived to be more common problems in Tensta than in Husby while for instance conditions 

of roads, building maintenance and public services receive a higher proportion of yes-answers in 

Husby. Although racism is mentioned by quite a low share of the respondents it is still not 

satisfactory that one out of six says this is a problem.

Table 4.13 – Satisfaction with the dwelling and the neighbourhood. Husby and Tensta respondents 

(Stockholm) (%)

Dwelling 
satisfaction

Neighbourhood satisfaction

Not satisfied Satisfied Very 
satisfied

Row % Total abs. 
(=100%)

Husby Not satisfied 66.7 27.8 5.6 100.0 18
Satisfied 32.5 52.5 15.0 100.0 40
Very satisfied 12.2 34.1 53.7 100.0 41
Column % 30.3 40.4 29.3 100.0 99
Total abs. (=100%) 30 40 29 99

Tensta Not satisfied 69.2 30.8 0.0 100.0 13
Satisfied 21.9 62.5 15.6 100.0 32
Very satisfied 10.6 40.4 48.9 100.0 47
Column % 22.8 46.7 30.4 100.0 92
Total abs. (=100%) 21 43 28 92

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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4.4 Social aspects

Table 4.15 displays the outcome on questions concerning contacts with neighbours, attachment 

to the neighbourhood, social mix attitudes and the estates’ reputation in Stockholm City. The 

following three Tables (4.16 – 4.18) give similar information according to the respondents’ 

ethnicity and age, two dimensions which – as we have come to understand it during visits in the 

areas – might be of particular importance. 

According to Table 4.15, contacts with other residents seem to be much better in Tensta than 

in Husby and this is despite the fact that a bigger proportion of the Husby respondents state that 

they have relatives and friends in the area and that more people in Husby feel strongly attached 

to their area. It might be the case that the respondents do not include relatives and friends in 

their general statement about neighbourhood contacts. 

More people think that their neighbourhood is socially mixed compared to those who state 

that it is not. On the question whether people help each other or if they mostly go their own way 

the respondents tend to be of the opinion that people do help each other. When faced with the 

question on how the area is perceived by outsiders, a clear difference emerge. Only 4 per cent of 

the Husby respondents think the area has a good reputation compared to 21 per cent of the 

Tensta respondents. A clear majority of those interviewed in Husby believe the estate has a bad 

reputation. In both estates, most of those who have responded to the follow-up question state 

that the reputation is true (clearer so in Tensta than in Husby).

No distinct differences according to the self-reported ethnic affiliation emerge in relation to 

the attachment question. We notice that the largest category (born in Asia and Turkey) tend to 

have few respondents having weak or strong attachment. More than two out of three in this 

Table 4.14 – Neighbourhood related perceived problems in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (% of 

tenants experiencing ‘serious problems’)

Problems Husby Tensta

Dirt on the streets
Drug abuse
Burglary in dwellings
Burglary in cars
Graffiti
Feelings of unsafety
Upkeep of public spaces
Condition of roads
Playgrounds for children
Maintenance of buildings
Lack of employment
Quality of schools
Quality of commercial services
Quality of public services
Different values
Racism

65.0
57.0
30.0
41.0
49.0
39.0
44.0
33.0
29.0
39.0
62.0
31.0
44.0
47.0
40.0
16.0

76.0
57.0
51.0

60.0
40.0
45.0
34.0
14.0
23.0
30.0
58.0
44.0
44.0
38.0
40.0
15.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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category state a neutral level of attachment. In terms of age groups, we can notice that the 

youngest category (aged 18-30) and also the oldest category in Tensta comprise rather few with 

a strong place attachment.

Table 4.15 – Social aspects and contacts in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Husby Tensta

Contacts with other residents

Good
Moderate
Bad
Unknown

35.0
41.0
20.0

4.0

60.0
26.0
13.0
1.0

Proximity to friends or relatives

Yes, both relatives and friends
Yes, but only friends
Yes, but only relatives
No

36.0
29.0

5.0
30.0

25.0
29.0

3.0
43.0

Attachment to the neighbourhood

Weak
Neutral
Strong
Unknown

14.0
57.0
25.0
4.0

20.0
52.0
19.0
9.0

Social mix in the estate

Socially mixed
Moderately mixed
Socially homogeneous
Unknown/missing

35.0
32.0
24.0
9.0

37.0
20.0
24.0
19.0

Helping each other

Help each other
Go their own way
Mixture
Unknown/missing

38.0
22.0
26.0
14.0

40.0
16.0
29.0
15.0

The level of social mix in proportion to interaction between residents

Good
Neutral
Bad
Unknown

38.0
29.0
14.0
19.0

33.0
40.0

8.0
19.0

Reputation of the estate

Good
Moderate
Bad
Unknown

4.0
22.0
57.0
17.0

21.0
23.0
31.0
25.0

Agreement with the reputation

Yes
No
Unknown/missing

37.0
34.0
29.0

44.0
22.0
34.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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In general discussions about immigrant-dense estates one often hears that the remaining 

Swedes are more isolated and that immigrants have a more intense neighbourhood-based social 

life. However, this is not the picture that emerges in our study of Tensta but it might be more 

true for Husby. According to Table 4.17, a clear majority of all but African Tensta respondents 

state that they have good contacts with other residents. Less than 10 per cent of the Swedes 

believe contacts are bad. In Husby, 33 per cent of the Swedes think neighbourhood contacts are 

bad and few native and no European respondents think contacts are good.

As stated above, especially Husby residents think that the area has a bad reputation but this 

does not seem to be an opinion held only by Swedes. Regardless of ethnic affiliation, Husby 

respondents agree that the reputation is bad. In Tensta only the Swedes seem to have this 

perception while many immigrants believe the reputation to be good. By crossing Table 4.17 to 

answers to a question whether or not one judges the reputation to be true, it transpires that all 

respondents in both estates that think the reputation is good also judge that the reputation 

mirrors reality while half of the Husby respondents and one-third of the Tensta respondents 

answering ‘bad reputation’ believe the reputation to be false (26 out of 52 respondents and 5 out 

of 15 respectively; this data is not shown in the table). One should notice that a rather big group 

(20-25 per cent) of the respondents lacks an opinion about this issue (Table 4.18).

Table 4.16 – Neighbourhood attachment according to ethnicity and age in Husby and Tensta 

(Stockholm) (%)

Attachment Ethnicity

Native Europe 
and 

Russia

Africa Asia and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Husby Weak 21.1 27.3 8.0 13.5 0.0 14.6
Neutral 52.6 36.4 64.0 70.3 25.0 59.4
Strong 26.3 36.4 28.0 16.2 75.0 26.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 19 11 25 37 4 96

Tensta Weak 26.7 27.8 28.6 12.9 0.0 21.8
Neutral 50.0 44.4 57.1 67.7 100.0 56.3
Strong 23.3 27.8 14.3 19.4 0.0 21.8
Tot.abs. (=100%) 30 18 7 31 1 87

Age categories

18-30 31-44 45-54 55-64 65+ Total

Husby Weak 27.8 18.8 3.6 12.5 0.0 13.8
Neutral 61.1 53.1 75.0 50.0 50.0 60.6
Strong 11.1 28.1 21.4 37.5 50.0 25.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 18 32 28 8 8 94

Tensta Weak 22.2 12.0 20.0 35.7 50.0 22.7
Neutral 61.1 64.0 52.0 42.9 50.0 55.7
Strong 16.7 24.0 28.0 21.4 0.0 21.6
Tot.abs. (=100%) 18 25 25 14 6 88

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Table 4.17 – Neighbourhood contacts according to ethnicity in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%)

Ethnicity

Contacts Native Europe 
and 

Russia

Africa Asia and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Husby Good 22.2 0.0 56.0 38.9 25.0 35.1
Moderate 44.4 72.7 28.0 44.4 75.0 44.7
Bad 33.3 27.3 16.0 16.7 0.0 20.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 18 11 25 36 4 94

Tensta Good 67.7 63.2 30.0 61.8 100.0 61.1
Moderate 22.6 26.3 50.0 26.5 0.0 27.4
Bad 9.7 10.5 20.0 11.8 0.0 11.6
Tot.abs. (=100%) 31 19 10 34 1 95

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 4.18 – Area reputation according to ethnicity and age in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%)

Ethnicity

Area reputation Native Europe 
and 

Russia

Africa Asia and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Husby Good 5.6 0.0 0.0 6.7 25.0 4.8
Moderate 22.2 18.2 40.0 26.7 0.0 26.5
Bad 72.2 81.8 60.0 66.7 75.0 68.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 18 11 25 36 4 94

Tensta Good 14.3 31.6 60.0 38.1 0.0 28.8
Moderate 21.4 36.8 20.0 38.1 0.0 30.1
Bad 64.3 31.6 20.0 23.8 0.0 41.1
Tot.abs. (=100%) 28 19 5 21 0 73

Age categories

18-30 31-44 45-54 55-64 65+ Total

Husby Good 0.0 0.0 12.0 16.7 0.0 5.0
Moderate 29.4 34.6 32.0 0.0 0.0 27.5
Bad 70.6 65.4 56.0 83.3 100.0 67.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 17 26 25 6 6 80

Tensta Good 17.6 33.3 31.6 21.4 50.0 28.4
Moderate 58.8 38.9 21.1 14.3 0.0 31.1
Bad 23.5 27.8 47.4 64.3 50.0 40.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 17 18 19 14 6 74

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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4.5 Conclusions

As could be expected, it is clear that the home and the neighbourhood do not mean the same 

thing to everybody but it is clear that it means much for many and that people worry about how 

the area develops in terms of both the composition of residents, service levels and specific social 

problems. In general, people are more satisfied with their dwelling than their residential area, 

and this can of course be expected since people have more control and personal responsibility for 

their home. Neighbourhood contacts seem to be quite well-developed in both estates but as 

always there is a group of people that feels contacts with other residents to be few and/or 

problematic. It seems rather clear that Tensta respondents feel more satisfied with their 

neighbours although they report roughly the same level of problems in terms of drug abuse, lack 

of employment opportunities, dirt on the streets etc. Contrary to many people’s belief there seem 

to be rather small ethnic differences and natives in the areas, especially in Tensta, have the same 

level of contacts with other people in the neighbourhood as have immigrants. 

We have noticed that those who live in cooperative housing are more pleased than renters 

with both their dwelling and their neighbourhood, a circumstance that mirrors differences in 

stability (turnover rates), control and independence vis-à-vis investments in private and 

collective property, and maintanance level. These estates are often viewed as very homogenuos 

public rental areas but our data display that not only is there a mix of tenure – which we of course 

already knew – but the type of differences noticed elsewhere between cooperative and rental 

housing seems to hold true also for Tensta and Husby.

The single most mentioned positive aspect of the areas is the green spaces. This is also 

interesting since most outsiders’ views are that these type of estates lack green areas and are 

dominated by huge, concrete buildings. The latter is sometimes the case but at the micro level 

– the level where people live their ordinary lives – one finds many playgrounds, small parks, and 

surrounding both estates one finds plenty of nature that has not been exploited. 

People are aware of the fact that these estates are not highly appreciated on the housing 

market. Surprisingly, people in Husby seem to think the area has a very bad reputation while 

respondents in Tensta – being a stigmatised estate since it was built – seem to have a more mixed 

view concerning the outside image of the estate. In both estates, between half and two-thirds of 

those who believe the estate has a bad reputation say the reputation mirrors reality.
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5 Effects of the policies in Stockholm

The aim of this chapter is to give an overview of the effects of the policies and actions in these 

estates, according to the respondents. The aim is to get a hint about who profits and who 

experiences clear disadvantages from the policies. First, however, we give a brief overview of the 

policies and actions taken in the estates. It should be stated clearly that large housing estates in 

Sweden have been on the political agenda for many years and that there is a general political 

awareness concerning both the problems facing the inhabitants, the housing companies and 

different public actors. However, the sheer number of different initiatives over the years can also 

imply that particular interventions are seen as typical or ‘state of the art’ and that people in 

general have difficulties knowing what type of project or programme that has recently been 

launched in the area. We do not expect a high number of people to be aware of these 

interventions. 

5.1 Policies and actions in Tensta and Husby 

The most relevant policy for the case study estates in Stockholm and their present residents is 

the Big City Policy (storstadspolitiken), officially labelled The Metropolitan Development 

Initiative (MDI). We describe both these interventions in detail in our policy report (Öresjö et 

al., 2004, Section 2.3) but will give some brief introductory remarks about them before turning 

to our respondents’ evaluation of these efforts.

The Metropolitan Development Initiative addresses social, economic, educational and 

health-related problems in so called ‘exposed residential areas’ (utsatta bostadsområden), and it 

is carried out through Local Development Agreements (Lokala utvecklingsavtal) between the 

state (Office of Metropolitan Affairs at the Ministry of Justice) and the targeted municipalities. 

Each agreement requires a co-funding setup (on a 50/50 basis), whereby the municipality agrees 

to put an equal amount of extra resources into the targeted neighbourhoods. The co-funding 

arrangements vary from municipality to municipality, but for Stockholm it contains two parts. 

One is the resource allocation system, introduced in 1997 as part of the municipal district 

reform, which ensures districts having a relatively poor population more resources per inhabitant 

compared to more well-off districts. The other part is the Stockholm municipality’s own area-

based programme, introduced in 1996, for improving living conditions in the relatively poor 

estates, called the ‘Outer City Initiative’ (OCI/Ytterstadssatsningen) (Blomberg, et al., 2002).
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This municipal programme was co-funded by the city itself and its three public housing 

companies. 

The resulting agreement thereby comprises three elements: extra resources provided by the 

state, the OCI and finally the resource allocation system. Whether or not this should be seen as 

one, two or three different programmes is not clear and it is also of less relevance for people 

residing in the estates. 

The state area-based programme (the MDI) placed employment and educational issues at the 

top of the agenda. The municipality’s programme (the OCI) focused primarily on physical 

measures. Both called for grassroots involvement, participatory strategies, and the development 

of new partnerships. The municipal OCI programme ended in 2003. However, the new 

majority in Stockholm City has now formulated a new programme called ‘municipal district 

renewal’ (stadsdelsförnyelse). This should be seen as a continuation (or development) of the 

Outer City Initiative but it will also take into account positive experiences accumulated as a 

result of the MDI. The MDI will undergo substantial changes (in terms of extra state money to 

particular project activities it ended in 2003 but the government now signals that the different 

state boards, that play crucial roles in the neighbourhoods – for instance the Labour Office – will 

be given much stronger directives and guidelines in order to improve conditions in the estates). 

Both interventions have strived to involve the residents but the OCI, at least at the outset, was 

organised as to guarantee such an involvement (establishing working groups for generating ideas 

and projects). Due to the fact that these groups were not adequately informed about their 

mandate, budget restrictions and the decision making process, confusion and frustration soon 

emerged. Although many concrete projects have been carried out in close cooperation with the 

residents (often physical improvements, such as better illumination, greener yards, more exciting 

playing grounds etc), decisions on how to prioritise among the proposals have been taken by the 

local district council and then finally by The Real Estate and Traffic Committee (Gatu- och 

fastighetsnämnden). OCI coordinators have had important roles both locally (in Tensta and 

Husby) and centrally (at the Department of Integration). The latter have had a coordinating role 

for the OCI programme in the entire city (about ten housing estates).

Summing up the policies and actions in the Stockholm estates the following priorities seem 

clear: 

• employment, education and skills;

• physical quality and the attractiveness of the estates;

• safety and crime;

• health.

All four are regarded to be important but it is very clear that employment and educational 

issues are viewed as the key issues and these issues receive the lion’s share of all extra resources 

allocated to the neighbourhoods in the area-based programmes. Employment and educational 

programmes can however be expected to have quite low visibility and they do not necessary 

affect many households directly in their everyday lives, and if they affect people directly it might 

not be clear what is part of ‘public business as usual’ and special efforts due to extra resources. 

Furthermore, interventions of this type are extremely difficult to evaluate, partly because their 

outcome must be seen in a longer time perspective and that they inter-relate strongly with 

macro-economic and demographic changes. Both physical improvements and safety and crime 

prevention measures can be expected to have greater visibility. This must be kept in mind when 

evaluating the results of the interview study.
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5.2 What has been improved?

Less than 50 per cent of the respondents in each estate declare that their home has been reno-

vated (Table 5.1). Information provided to us during the follow-up focus group interviews indi-

cate that the standard time span for interior refurbishment in public housing units (like new 

wallpaper, paint, etc.) is about 12 years. Some of the privately owned rental housing might 

extend this further in order to lower costs. Tenants might refurbish themselves and for those 

living in cooperative housing renovation is entirely up to each household to decide upon. Reno-

vation is often carried out when dwellings change tenants and due to the fact that more than 

50 per cent of the Husby respondents and 37 per cent of the Tensta respondents have moved 

into the area after 1995 (Table 3.1), the reported level of renovation is in line with what one can 

expect. As can be seen in Table 5.2 complete renewal rarely takes place while kitchen, bathroom 

and floor improvements occur more often. 

Contrary to large housing estate interventions in some other RESTATE countries, and also 

contrary to interventions in estates in other parts of Stockholm (like nearby Rinkeby and 

Brandbergen in the south) physical renewals have not been extensive in Tensta and Husby. The 

Outer City Initiative comprised physical investments but it did not include heavy restructuring 

of the exterior or interior of buildings. The latter has been seen as an issue for the housing 

companies and the general impression is that they manage the stock quite well. It was also clear 

(Section 4.4) that the respondents in both Tensta and Husby were quite pleased with their 

dwelling and that most complaints about the dwelling were lack of space (not enough larger 

dwellings) and that those who were unsatisfied with their neighbourhood pointed at the 

composition of residents – and not physical issues – as the primary reason for being critical.

As said in the former Section 5.2 the present interventions have had a clear ambition to 

address socio-economic problems by employment, educational and skills enhancement 

programmes. However, it can be noted that quite few respondents are aware of any particular 

policy addressing problems in the estates. Ten per cent in Husby and 14 per cent in Tensta say 

they are aware of such policies. The follow-up focus group interviews confirmed our impression 

that people might have difficulties in responding to this question since many do not recognise 

the fact that special projects for children, more training of teachers in schools, matching 

programmes at the labour office etc are part of a joint state and municipal intervention targeting 

the estate. It is not easy for people to distinguish between ordinary public sector activities and 

‘extra’ efforts taken due to more funding.

Table 5.1 – Improvements of dwellings in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%)

Improvements of dwellings Husby Tensta

No 
Yes
Unknown/missing

50.0
39.0
11.0

43.0
46.0
11.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Another point made during the focus group interview in Husby was that people might not 

mean the same thing with ‘policy’. Some might think about the city district council, other might 

think about the district administration and rather many do not include standard public services 

in their reflection on policies (Tables 5.3 and 5.4).

Table 5.5 shows that between one-third and two-thirds of the respondents find most poten-

tial types of neighbourhood related problems as existing in their estate. In both Husby and 

Tensta ‘dirt on the street’ get the highest percentage of yes-answers followed – although in dif-

ferent order in the two estates – by lack of employment and drug abuse. Burglary is thought to 

Table 5.2 – Types of improvements of dwellings in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (multiple answers: 

% based on respondents) 

Improvements of dwellings Husby Tensta

Kitchen
Bathroom
Change of layout
Roof
Floor
Entrance
Outside walls
Complete renewal
Other

19.0
17.0
1.0
6.0

13.0
8.0
4.0
2.0
6.0

26.0
26.0

1.0
9.0

15.0
11.0
9.0
0.0
11.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 5.3 – Residents’ knowledge about policies and actions aiming at improvements of life in Husby 

and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Policies in the neighbourhood Husby Tensta

Yes 
No 
Unknown/missing

10.0
76.0
14.0

14.0
74.0
12.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 5.4 – Residents’ knowledge about main policy actors in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Policy actors Husby Tensta

National government
Local government
Housing companies
Local population
Other
Unknown/missing

1.0
5.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

88.0

5.0
6.0
2.0
5.0
2.0

80.0
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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be a bigger problem in Tensta than in Husby, while graffiti and public spaces (including roads) 

get more yes-answers in Husby (Table 5.6).

Table 5.5 – Policies and actions aiming at improvements of life in Husby (Stockholm) (%)

Aspects that residents experienced 
as serious problems in the 

neighbourhood

Per cent 
answering yes

Aspects that residents experienced 
have been improved by any policy or 

action

Per cent 
answering yes

Dirt on the streets 66.0 Playgrounds for children 19.0
Lack of employment 63.0 Quality of schools 14.0
Drug abuse 58.0 Upkeep of public space 12.0
Grafitti 50.0 Conditions of the roads 12.0
Quality of public service 48.0 Dirt on streets 11.0
Quality of commercial services 45.0 Feelings of unsafety 11.0
Upkeep of public space 45.0 Burglary in cars 10.0
Burglary in cars 42.0 Quality of commercial services 10.0
Different values 40.0 Maintenance of buildings 10.0
Maintenance of buildings 39.0 Lack of employment 8.0
Feelings of unsafety 39.0 Racism 7.0
Conditions of the roads 33.0 Drug abuse 6.0
Quality of schools 31.0 Different values 5.0
Burglary in dwellings 30.0 Quality of public service 5.0
Playgrounds for children 29.0 Burglary in dwellings 5.0
Racism 16.0 Grafitti 4.0

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 5.6 – Policies and actions aiming at improvements of life in Tensta (Stockholm) (%)

Aspects that residents experienced 
as serious problems in the 

neighbourhood

Per cent 
answering yes

Aspects that residents experienced 
have been improved by any policy or 

action

Per cent 
answering yes

Dirt on the streets 76.0 Playgrounds for children   24.0
Burglary in cars 60.0 Racism   14.0
Lack of employment 58.0 Upkeep of public space 10.0
Drug abuse 57.0 Conditions of the roads   10.0
Burglary in dwellings 51.0 Maintenance of buildings 9.0
Feelings of unsafety 45.0 Dirt on the streets   9.0
Quality of schools 44.0 Quality of schools   6.0
Quality of commercial services 44.0 Burglary in dwellings 6.0
Different values 40.0 Graffiti 5.0
Graffiti 40.0 Quality of commercial services 5.0
Quality of public services 38.0 Drug abuse   5.0
Upkeep of public space 34.0 Quality of public services   5.0
Maintenance of buildings 30.0 Lack of employment   4.0
Playgrounds for children 23.0 Burglary in cars 3.0
Racism 15.0 Feelings of unsafety 2.0
Conditions of the roads 14.0 Different values 1.0

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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5.3 Spill-over effects

It is of course always a risk that area-based programmes might transfer problems to other parts 

of the city without solving the underlying causes of deprivation and poverty. However, although 

we brought this issue up in our follow-up focus group interviews in Tensta and Husby, this 

aspect was not particularily relevant in the context of the present policies. 

First of all, policies seem not to have contributed much in solving existing problems; 

employment levels are still low, the influx of new refugees continues which puts stress on local 

institutions such as schools and health services. Segregation processes persist. Secondly, because 

the policy aims at assisting individuals in job training, language skills improvement programmes 

etc, the effect might be that individual residents make a career (and move out) without much 

structural effects upon the general situation in the estates. In fact they told us in Husby that 

some households might have moved into the estate because there were more resources and more 

effective job training programmes available in Husby than elsewhere in the city. This might be 

called a reversed spill-over effect of the programme in the sense that problem-ridden individual 

households are not exiting but entering the estate due to the intervention. We have not been 

able to study this particular aspect in the present study. 

Lastly, one problematic aspect of the area-based approach in both estates is that the 

intervention has taken place not in the entire municipal district area but only in a part of it. This 

makes it quite difficult to handle and it leads to friction between different sub-units in terms of 

resource allocation. The Kista district authority has to find ways of handling the fact that Akalla, 

located next to Husby and inside the Kista district borders, is also in a similar and problematic 

situation as Husby without being selected for the Big City Policy intervention. In the Spånga-

Tensta district partly different issues emerge as the Spånga part is quite well-off while Tensta is 

not. In both districts politicians and the municipal district authority staff welcome the new 

initiative (City District Renewal) launched in 2004 by Stockholm City. The new initiative 

differs from the former ones in this important respect and the district councils might now find 

new ways of addressing local development problems.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have given a brief overveiw of the policies targeting the Stockholm estate. To 

sum up, two area based programmes have been initiated, one by the state, the MDI, and one by 

the municipality, the OCI. The MDI focused on employment and education issues and the 

OCI had a stronger focus on physical regeneration. Both programmes tried to engage residents 

through meetings and different working groups. However, residents’ participation has not been 

impressive. 

The evaluation of these programmes is a complex task. First of all, the outcome of some of 

the polices, for example on education, will probably not be visible in the short run. Secondly, the 

effects always depend on macro-economic conditions and changes, making it difficult to assess 

the importance of specific projects and measures. Some projects’ effects may be more visible than 

other but it do not necessarily make them more successful than less visible programmes.

According to the survey only about 50 per cent of the respondents have had their dwelling 

renovated. In fact, the estates have not been targeted by major renovation programmes; on the 
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contrary, these figures only reflect normal maintanance work. Most of the respondents are quite 

satisfied with the dwelling standard although some find the dwelling to be too small. The 

problems they report are more related to social issues, such as the composition of residents.

Regarding the knowledge about policies targeting the estates, not many residents are aware of 

policies or special programmes. This has also been shown in previous surveys. This finding is 

probably explained by the fact that it is not obvious for people what is ‘normal’ and what is ‘extra’ 

funding within the public sector. A majority of residents does not think that problems related 

to the estates have been improved by any policy or action. This is of course discouraging for 

people engaged in the MDI and OCI activities but it has probably quite much to do with the 

visibility issue. When it comes to spill-over effects it is always a risk that area based interventions 

transfer the problems to other areas rather than solving them. Those participating in our focus 

group interview did not find this problematic in the context of recent policies. There is also a 

conflict between improvements for residents and improvements for the neighbourhood. When 

policies targeting unemployment are succesful, it might result in out-migration. This is a success 

for the individual and for individual-targeting policies but not necessary for the estate.
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6 The future of the Tensta and Husby 
estates

Contrary to individual residents, housing companies and the municipal district council and 

district authority could not move in order to improve conditions; they have to find ways of or-

ganising policies and service facilities, housing and transportation in a way that make the estates 

more attractive. Individual residents can however move out, which they indeed have done in the 

past, leaving the area for what they believe to be better or at least more appropriate housing.

In the past, the areas have lost about two-thirds of their residents within a ten-year period and 

it has been shown recently (Andersson and Bråmå, 2004) that out-migration is both socio-

economically and ethnically selective in the sense that out-movers are much better off than in-

movers. We conclude this Stockholm part of the analyses by displaying some findings from our 

interview study concerning the issue of how people view the future of the estates and their own 

plans for the coming years.

6.1 The future of the neighbourhood

As we can notice in Table 6.1, the residents are rather sceptical about the estates’ future. Only a 

smaller group of 20 people believe the future will bring improvements in Husby and Tensta. 

However, few of them said why. When carrying out the interviews we got the impression from 

the more optimistic respondents that their fate in the estate’s future was grounded more on hope 

and general expectations than due to specific reasons. More than 50 persons thought the future 

will be unchanged or worse.

According to another survey (Spångberg and Ericsson, 2002), in which they asked if the 

residents thought that something could be done to improve the neighbourhood, less than 50 per 

cent in Husby and less than 60 per cent in Tensta thought something could be done. This 

confirms a very pessimistic view of regeneration in these estates. The ones who did believe 

something could be done to make the estate more pleasant to live in gave some suggestions of 

improvements. In both Tensta and Husby they wanted to have less dirt on the streets and they 

wanted actions to be taken against vandalism. These are rather small-scale changes but it was 

regarded to be important, which is understandable since this type of problem was frequently 

mentioned among the worst. No one mentioned demolition or anything like that. In Husby they 

also mentioned segregation, i.e. that the problem was structural rather than area-specific. In 

Tensta people wished to improve commercial and public services. This means that there are 

things in daily life that does not work out properly for the residents. They wish for nothing more 

than a clean and safe residential environment.
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In our survey only less than 50 per cent of the respondents answered the question on why they 

thought the future was going to be brighter and what could be done to improve conditions. 

Compared to the 2002 survey the suggestions were somewhat different. Many in both Husby 

and Tensta wanted to see a greater mix of residents. More employment opportunities were the 

most common suggestion in Husby.

This is interesting since Husby residents, compared to Tensta dwellers, could be expected to 

have plenty of job opportunities in nearby Kista. Obviously, many Husby residents think they 

have only a tiny chance of getting a job in this particular Hi-Tech industrial district. (Husby is 

located next to a telecommunication cluster with 6,000 different companies and totally 

20,000 employees; see www.kista.com). In both estates there has also been actions taken to 

match job opportunities to unemployed people and the companies have worked together with 

the municipal district and the Labour Office in this policy.

Few in Husby and some in Tensta mention safety. The suggested improvements are in general 

more physical compared to what transpired from the previous survey; people now mention 

changes like building different types of housing to attract different residents and to improve the 

centre so it for example could contain offices that could give more work opportunities and help 

the commercial development to take off.

6.2 Staying or leaving?

According to this survey most of the respondents do not have near future plans of moving. 

About half of the respondents state that they have no intention of moving in the coming two 

years. Between fifteen and twenty people are uncertain. And about thirty persons have plans of 

moving. The three most common reasons are: the size of the dwelling, a wish to live in a more 

quite environment and that the residents would like to own their home. 

No one in Husby and only three persons in Tensta said that the reason for moving was that 

their housing was too expensive. This is surprising because the share of income spent on housing 

is high in both estates. One explanation can be the over-heated housing market in Stockholm, 

which offers few cheaper alternatives. 

This can of course be interpreted as if the residents are quite satisfied with living in the 

neighbourhood. This corresponds to the 2002 survey where 56 per cent of the respondents in 

Husby and 59 per cent of the respondents in Tensta stated that they enjoyed living in the 

neighbourhoods. Another survey of several so called ‘deprived neighbourhoods’, where Tensta 

Table 6.1 – Residents’ future perspectives in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Future perspectives Husby Tensta

Better
Neutral
Worse
Unknown/missing

22.0
26.0
26.0
26.0

20.0
27.0
25.0
28.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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and Husby was included, showed the same result, 68 per cent on average enjoyed living in these 

areas. And only 46 per cent wanted to leave the estates (Integrationsverket, 2002).

However, the fact that one out of three would like to leave the estates within two years could 

also be seen as an indication that the estates continue having huge difficulties in keeping 

residents who would like to move up the housing ladder. There are few alternatives for people 

striving for home ownership, or simply for bigger apartments (Tables 6.2 and 6.3).

The answer to our question concerning where one would like to move is different in Husby 

compared to Tensta. In Husby a larger group consider moving within the estate or near to it 

(Table 6.4). This is almost as common as a wish to move elsewhere in the city. In Tensta on the 

other hand, almost no one wants to move within the neighbourhood or even to the close by 

areas. They definitely want to live in another part of the city. 

The internal migration in these estates is statistically usually quite high so the case in Husby 

is more in line with our expectations than that of Tensta. In a statistical analysis of migration in 

the Stockholm estates approximately 15 per cent of the residents had moved to a similar area in 

a period of five years. This was more common among foreign-born people (Bråmå and 

Andersson, 2004). This can be interpreted as if the residents in Husby are more pleased with 

the nearby alternatives than the residents in Tensta. However, one should remember that 

neighbouring estates to Husby, like for example Kista, have a different reputation, style and 

function than those located close to Tensta.

Table 6.2 – Residents’ plan to move in Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Plans to move within two years Husby Tensta

Yes
No
Unknown/missing

33.0
47.0
20.0

33.0
52.0
25.0

Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 6.3 – Reasons for moving from Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Reasons for moving Husby Tensta

Too small flat
Too expensive flat
Want to buy a dwelling
Closer to relatives and friends
More quiet and safe environment
Live closer to work
Other
Unknown/missing

11.0
0.0
5.0
1.0

11.0
2.0
5.0

65.0

6.0
3.0
5.0
2.0
9.0
1.0
8.0

66.0
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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6.3 Effects on other areas

There are some recent findings indicating that the present type of ethnic residential segregation 

that prevail all over Sweden, namely that non-European immigrants seldom are able to – or wish 

to – enter other than the rental segment is undergoing some changes. Close by the large Fittja 

housing estate in the southern part of the Stockholm region (in the Botkyrka municipality) we 

find a home-ownership single housing area which has experienced quite a rapid change from 

being very ‘Swedish’ into being close to dominated by immigrants (many of them from Turkey). 

They have moved in from the Fittja estate, reshaping the ethnic composition quite rapidly. 

The same trend, although at a much slower pace, can be noticed in some home ownership 

dominated areas close to Tensta and Husby. If the people we have interviewed are fairly well 

representing the general opinion in the estate such a type of migration is not coming about in 

great numbers. Rather few indicate that they are going to move to nearby residential areas.

We have not seen any clear indications that the relative position of Tensta and Husby is 

undergoing change due to the interventions that have taken place in the recent past. However, 

if improvements take place in terms of rising employment and income levels this would affect 

other parts of the city. As mentioned above, this could trigger further out-migration simply due 

to the fact that people get more options if their socio-economic position improve but it could 

also raise consumption in nearby commercial centres – like in Kista and in inner-city Stockholm 

– given the fact that the estates presently have very meagre retail supply and that the trend – at 

least in Husby – points downward in this respect. 

6.4 Conclusions

This chapter has been concerned with the future of the two Stockholm estates. The survey 

shows that the residents are rather sceptical about the prospects. However, few could explain 

why they are sceptical (or positive); it is more of a feeling and/or a hope. Some of the suggestions 

to making the future brighter concerned a greater mix of residents and more employment 

opportunities. 

Interesting though, in contrast to the pessimistic view of the future, is the finding that only 

one-third of the respondents had immediate plans to move out from the estates. Although this 

might be regarded as a quite big proportion, one should bear in mind that the respondents are 

somewhat positively skewed in socio-economic and educational terms and therefore could be 

Table 6.4 – Where residents wish to move to from Husby and Tensta (Stockholm) (%) 

Where to move to Husby Tensta

In the same neighbourhood
Close to the present neighbourhood
Somewhere else in the city
Elsewhere
Unknown/missing

8.0
4.0

16.0
5.0

67.0

1.0
2.0

25.0
6.0

66.0
Total abs. (=100%) 101 100

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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more inclined to leave a stigmatised area. Those who had near plans to move said the reason was 

to get a bigger dwelling, or to be able to own the dwelling. Some wanted to live in a more quiet 

environment. This indicates the difficulty making a housing carrier within these estates, rather 

than a dissatisfaction with the estate in general. The majority of those reporting plans to move 

did not know where they wanted to move. To sum up, this could indicate that the residents, after 

all, are quite satisfied with their neighbourhood.
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7 Positive and negative aspects of the 
Jönköping estates 

In this chapter we present positive and negative aspects of the Jönköping estates and we describe 

the types of households that appear to be more satisfied and more critical than others with their 

present home and neighbourhood. We would like to remind you about the differences between 

the two estates. In Råslätt there are only rented flats and in Öxnehaga there are both rented flats, 

cooperatives and single-family houses. 

Both Råslätt and Öxnehaga offer a lot of activities and public services in their 

neighbourhoods. In Råslätt there is a big commercial centre and buildings with a swimming 

pool, a library and a youth recreation centre in the middle of the estate where a lot of people 

meet for both activities and shopping. In Öxnehaga there are only a few shops, a youth 

recreation centre, one of the schools and a library around a small open square. People meet there 

but it is more a place for youth to spend their leisure time during evenings and nights. 

7.1 What do people do in the neighbourhood?

The number of hours that people spend outside of their flats and how meaningful the 

environment is varies. In Table 7.1 it shows that the majority of people in both areas are those 

who spend 3 hours or more of their time away from the estate. But there are also many people 

who spend the majority of their time within the estate. This last group could be made up of 

individuals who have difficulty getting out because they are elderly or sick, or people who are 

unemployed and have the majority of their network located within the estate. Råslätt has a 

higher unemployment rate than Öxnehaga, and it also has a lower number of individuals which 

spend more than 10 hours a day outside of the estate. Of the respondents, 62 per cent of those 

from Öxnehaga are employed, whereas the percentage of respondents employed from Råslätt is 

42. There is a corresponding difference when it comes to whether their partners have a job or 

not.

There are different organisations and administrations that cooperate in the areas (Öresjö et 

al., 2004) but there were not so many respondents taking part in any association that improves 

the neighbourhood. There are however many opportunities for the residents to participate in 

different associations, especially since Jönköping has one of the highest concentrations of 

associations and organisations of all municipalities. On the other hand, there may not be so 

many associations that have improvement of the neighbourhood as their primary goal. It could 

be that the ethnic minorities who participate in various religious organisations did not consideer 
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it applicable when they answered the question; if they participate in a sports club, cultural 

association or other social activities (Table 7.2).

Some examples of associations that are mentioned in the survey are different sports clubs, 

neighbourhood cooperation tenant associations and associations with the target to work for the 

safety of the estate. The associations organise many different activities in which the tenants can 

take an active part.

Both Råslätt and Öxnehaga are in close proximity to most facilities; including grocery stores, 

a general practitioner, public park, bus stops, primary schools and dentist. There is a larger 

centre with more to offer in terms of shops, and there is a bank, post office and other activities 

within walking distance to Råslätt. Öxnehaga does not have an equally large centre, and no way 

near the number of shops and services. There is no bank, and the mail is handled by a news-

stand in the area. Öxnehaga is an oblong area, where those who live in the two single-family 

housing areas have much further to go to get to the centre than those who live in the rental flats. 

Nor is it a certainty that all of those who live there use the shops on the estate, because they are 

small and do not have a large variety. Some would rather drive the 10 minutes with their cars to 

larger stores. As one can see in Table 7.3 only a minority of the respondents can reach their 

Table 7.1 – Hours per day spent outside the neighbourhood by residents of Råslätt and Öxnehaga 

(Jönköping) (%)

Hours spent outside the neighbourhood Råslätt Öxnehaga

10 hours or more
5-9 hours
3-4 hours
1-2 hours
Less than 1 hour
Unknown/missing

18.0
29.0
17.0
16.0
13.0
7.0

23.9
34.9
7.3

16.5
11.9
5.5

Total abs. (=100%) 100  109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 7.2 – Participation in neighbourhood associations and social activities in Råslätt and Öxnehaga 

(Jönköping) (%)

Råslätt Öxnehaga

Participation in association to improve the neighbourhood

Yes
No
Unknown

6.0
91.0

3.0

11.0
87.2

1.8

Participation in other social activities

Yes
No
Unknown
Missing

18.0
82.0
0.0
0.0

24.8
73.4

1.8
0.0

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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working places within 10 minutes from their homes. It is unusual that people live and work in 

the same area.

7.2 Satisfaction with the dwelling

The high standard of dwellings in Sweden and the existence of a regulation of maintenance can 

explain why the majority of those who responded are very satisfied with their home; 72 per cent 

in Råslätt and 82.6 per cent in Öxnehaga. There were only 12 per cent in Råslätt and 1.8 per 

cent in Öxnehaga who answered that they were not satisfied with their home (Table 7.4).

The majority of those who responded to the question about whether satisfaction with their 

home has increased or decreased in the last five years, replied that it was the same.

Residents in the both estates, Råslätt and Öxnehaga, appear to be satisfied or very satisfied 

with their dwellings (Tables 7.5 and 7.6). In Öxnehaga, 82.6 per cent of all respondents 

answered that they were very satisfied with their dwelling which is a significantly higher share 

compared to Råslätt. Only a few respondents indicate that they are not satisfied with their 

dwellings. Analysing the degree of satisfaction of dwellings with respect to ethnicity we find that 

there are no significant differences between the different groups of origin. 

It looks as though duration of living is a variable that is related to degree of satisfaction with 

the dwellings. Respondents who have lived a long time in the estate are also very satisfied with 

their dwellings. Again this relationship appears to be stronger in Öxnehaga compared to Råslätt.

In Råslätt there is only one form of tenure, rental housing owned by the municipal housing 

company. In Öxnehaga, where other forms of tenure also exist, we find that residents living in 

dwellings owned by the municipal housing company are in general less satisfied compared to 

other forms of tenure. Concerning the relation between age and satisfaction of the dwellings we 

find a weak tendency that older respondents are more satisfied with their dwellings compared 

to younger respondents. It is common that older people have been living in the area for a longer 

time than the young people and they can be more identified with the estate. They have 

experienced the development in the dwellings and in the estate and perhaps they find it more 

attractive today that it has been before.

Table 7.3 – Accessibility to different basic service functions in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (% 

of tenants that can reach those functions in 10 minutes by foot)

Facilities Råslätt Öxnehaga

Grocery shop
Bank
Post office
General practitioner
Public park
Bus stop
Primary school
Dentist
Place of work

100.0
90.0

100.0
96.0
96.0
99.0
94.0
91.0
21.0

97.2
31.2

66.1
94.5
97.2

100.0
93.6
95.5
28.4

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Table 7.4 – Satisfaction with the home in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%), general overview 

(1-4 unsatisfied, 5-6 satisfied and 7-10 very satisfied)

Satisfaction with the home Råslätt Öxnehaga

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Unknown/missing

2.0
1.0
6.0
3.0
7.0
7.0

14.0
22.0

7.0
29.0

2.0

0.0
0.9
0.0
0.9
6.4
5.5

18.3
23.9
13.8
26.6

3.7
Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 7.5 – Satisfaction with the dwelling of respondents in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%)

Native Europe and 
Russia

Africa and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 62.0 63.2 44.4 62.5 60.6
Satisfied 32.0 26.3 44.4 18.8 29.8
Not satisfied 6.0 10.5 11.1 18.8 9.6
Tot.abs. (=100%) 50 19 9 16 94

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 89.6 100.0 100.0 70.8 85.6
Satisfied 7.8 0.0 0.0 20.8 10.6
Not satisfied 1.3 0.0 0.0 4.2 1.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 77 2 1 24 104

Duration of living in the estate

< 1980 1981-1995 1996-2000 2001-2004 Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 80.0 69.0 52.0 51.4 59.6
Satisfied 10.0 24.1 40.0 37.1 31.3
Not satisfied 10.0 6.9 8.0 11.4 9.1
Tot.abs. (=100%) 10 29 25 35 99

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 100.0 95.7 65.4 75.0 84.3
Satisfied 0.0 4.3 26.9 17.9 12.0
Not satisfied 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.1 1.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 31 23 26 28 108

Tenure

Municipal 
housing

Private Coop. and 
owner 

occupied

Other Total

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 79.4 90.0 89.7 100.0 84.1
Satisfied 15.9 10.0 6.9 0.0 12.1
Not satisfied 1.6 0.0 3.4 0.0 1.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 63 10 29 5 107

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Continuing the analysis of satisfaction of dwellings among the respondents we find that 

households with partners are somewhat less satisfied compared to households with one adult, in 

particular in Råslätt (Table 7.6). The same pattern is not present in Öxnehaga in the same way. 

It is not surprising that respondents who indicate that they plan to move within the next two 

years are less satisfied compared to the ones who do not plan to move. We also find that 

respondents living in large flats are more satisfied with their dwellings compared to respondents 

living in small flats. Furthermore, households who spend a large share of their budget on 

housing expenses tend to be less satisfied with their dwellings, compared to households who 

spend a smaller share of the budget on housing expenses.

Table 7.5 – Satisfaction with the dwelling of respondents in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%) 

(continued)

Age categories

18-30 31-44 45-54 55-64 65+ Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 51.7 56.7 81.8 71.4 72.2 62.1
Satisfied 37.9 33.3 18.2 0.0 27.8 29.5
Not satisfied 10.3 10.0 0.0 28.0 0.0 8.4
Tot.abs. (=100%) 29 30 11 7 18 95

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 76.9 71.9 88.2 100.0 95.2 85.4
Satisfied 15.4 18.8 11.8 0.0 4.8 10.7
Not satisfied 7.7 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 13 32 17 20 21 103

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 7.6 – Satisfaction with the dwelling for respondents in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping)(%)

Household type

Living 
alone

With 
partner 

no 
children

With 
partner 

and 
children

Single 
with 

children

Other and 
unknown

Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 65.0 50.0 64.3 75.0 40.0 60.2
Satisfied 30.0 43.8 17.9 25.0 50.0 30.6
Not satisfied 5.0 6.3 17.9 0.0 10.0 9.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 40 16 28 4 10 98

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 88.2 90.9 76.3 87.5 100.0 84.9
Satisfied 5.9 9.1 18.4 6.3 0.0 11.3
Not satisfied 0.0 0.0 2.6 6.3 0.0 1.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 17 33 38 16 2 106

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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7.3 Satisfaction with the estate

In both estates there is a high physical standard and well-managed surroundings. Tables 7.7 and 

7.8 shows how satisfied people are with their neighbourhood and if this satisfaction has 

increased or decreased in the last five years. The majority of those asked were satisfied with their 

neighbourhood and its surroundings. In Öxnehaga it is 69.7 per cent and in Råslätt it is 61 per 

cent and the figures for not satisfied are low. Both estates have green areas and parks, as well as 

wooded areas and recreation. Öxnehaga, which is built on a hillside with a beautiful view over 

Lake Vättern, has very few people who are not satisfied with the neighbourhood. On the other 

hand, there were somewhat more people in Öxnehaga whose satisfaction has decreased in the 

Table 7.6 – Satisfaction with the dwelling for respondents in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping)(%) 

(continued)

Move out within 2 years

Yes No Unknown Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 33.3 84.1 60.0 61.1
Satisfied 44.4 13.6 40.0 29.5
Not satisfied 22.2 2.3 0.0 9.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 36 44 15 95

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 69.2 90.7 80.0 83.0
Satisfied 23.1 7.4 15.0 13.0
Not satisfied 7.7 0.0 0.0 2.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 26 54 20 100

Dwelling size

Less than 

61 m2
61-80 m2 81-100 m2 100+ m2 Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 57.1 62.5 58.3 77.8 60.0
Satisfied 38.1 31.3 30.6 11.1 31.0
Not satisfied 4.8 6.3 11.1 11.1 9.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 21 32 36 9 100

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 50.0 71.4 84.2 95.9 84.3
Satisfied 0.0 20.0 15.8 4.1 12.0
Not satisfied 0.0 5.7 0.0 0.0 1.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 2 35 19 49 108

Housing costs (per cent of total household income)

0-30 % 31-50 % More than 
50 %

Unknown Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 59.3 55.8 55.6 90.9 60.6
Satisfied 37.0 34.9 22.2 9.1 30.3
Not satisfied 3.7 9.3 22.2 0.0 9.1
Tot.abs. (=100%) 27 43 18 11 99

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 92.3 83.3 83.3 57.1 84.3
Satisfied 5.8 11.1 11.1 28.6 12.0
Not satisfied 1.9 2.8 2.8 0.0 1.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 52 36 13 7 108

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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last five years than there were in Råslätt. What they liked the best about Öxnehaga was the green 

areas (61.5 per cent), and what they liked the least was the accessibility to public services 

(17.7 per cent) and the people who live there (11.9 per cent). In Råslätt when asked what they 

liked the least about the area, 23 per cent answered that it was the people who live there. Råslätt 

residents liked the accessibility to public services in their area the best. This is shown in Tables 

7.9 and 7.10.

In the next cross-tabulation, Table 7.11, we focus on respondents degree of satisfaction with 

the neighbourhood of the estate. Again most respondents are satisfied or very satisfied with the 

two neighbourhoods. Households living in Öxnehaga are in general a little more satisfied 

compared to the ones living in Råslätt. In Råslätt, respondents with a native origin appear to be 

less satisfied with the neighbourhood compared to respondents with foreign origin. 

Respondents who have lived in the estates for a long time are more satisfied with the 

neighbourhood compared to respondents that lived in the estates a short time. In Öxnehaga, 

respondents living in the dwellings owned by the municipality housing company are less 

satisfied than households living in other forms of tenure. In addition, older respondents are 

more satisfied than younger.

Table 7.7 – Satisfaction with the neighbourhood in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%), (1-4 

unsatisfied, 5-6 satisfied and 7-10 very satisfied)

Satisfaction with the neighbourhood Råslätt Öxnehaga

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Unknown

3.0
2.0
7.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

10.0
17.0
7.0

27.0
3.0

1.8
2.8
0.0
1.8
7.3

12.8
18.3
25.7
9.2

16.5
3.7

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 7.8 – Tenants’ satisfaction trend (the last five years) with the neighbourhood in Råslätt and 

Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%)

Satisfaction trend Råslätt Öxnehaga

Lower
Same
Higher
Not applicable
Unknown

9.0
30.0
25.0
29.0

7.0

15.6
52.3
3.7

22.0
6.4

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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This is similar to the satisfaction with the dwellings. There is a connection between 

satisfaction with the home and satisfaction with the neighbourhood. People who have lived in 

the estate for a long time have also experienced the development in the neighbourhood and can 

probably see that it has improved. 

Rental housing is often a start in the housing carrier of young people who move to other forms 

of tenure after a while. To live in other forms of tenure (a cooperative housing area and in single-

family houses) normally attracts more established and socio-economic stronger households than 

rental housing, and these people tend to stay in those forms for a longer period than people who 

stay in rental housing.

Turning to the relationship between other household characteristics and degree of satisfaction 

with the neighbourhood, we find that households with one adult are very satisfied in Öxnehaga, 

more so compared with Råslätt. The respondents who answered that they are unsatisfied with 

the neighbourhood also indicate that they plan to move out from the estates within the next two 

Table 7.9 – Aspects that tenants liked most in the neighbourhood in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) 

(%)

Mostly liked Råslätt Öxnehaga

Green spaces
Accessibility to public services
Playgrounds for children
Proximity to work
Proximity to schools
Quality of local schools
People who live there
Other
Unknown/missing

12.0
47.0
4.0
3.0
7.0
1.0
8.0

13.0
5.0

61.5
0.9
3.7
6.4
8.3
1.8
4.6

10.1
2.7

Total abs. (=100%) 100     109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 7.10 – Aspects that tenants liked least in the neighbourhood in Råslätt and Öxnehaga 

(Jönköping) (%) 

Least liked Råslätt Öxnehaga

Green spaces
Accessibility to public services
Playgrounds for children
Youth facilities
Proximity to work
Proximity to schools
Quality of local schools
People who live there
Lack and care of cleanliness
Other
Unknown/missing

2.0
0.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
0.0
0.0

23.0
2.0

21.0
43.0

0.0
14.7
3.7
3.7
4.6
0.9
3.7

11.9
0.0

19.3
37.6

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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years (similar to satisfaction with dwellings). It is the same with people that are unhappy with 

their homes that they are also unhappy with their neighbourhood.

A significant larger share of respondents are unsatisfied with the contacts with neighbours in 

Råslätt compared to Öxnehaga. It is also more common that respondents living in Öxnehaga 

have friends and relatives living in the same neighbourhood (Table 7.12).

Table 7.11 – Satisfaction with the neighbourhood for respondents in Råslätt and Öxnehaga 

(Jönköping) (%)

Native Europe and 
Russia

Africa and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 56.0 68.4 66.7 75.0 62.8
Satisfied 18.0 21.1 11.1 6.3 16.0
Not satisfied 24.0 5.3 22.2 18.8 19.1
Tot.abs. (=100%) 50 19 9 16 94

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 72.7 0.0 100.0 56.0 67.6
Satisfied 20.8 100.0 0.0 20.0 21.9
Not satisfied 3.9 0.0 0.0 16.0 6.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 77 2 1 25 105

Duration of living in the estate

< 1980 1981-1995 1996-2000 2001-2004 Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 90.0 65.5 60.0 48.6 60.6
Satisfied 0.0 10.3 28.0 20.0 17.2
Not satisfied 10.0 17.2 12.0 28.6 19.2
Tot.abs. (=100%) 10 29 25 35 99

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 80.6 70.8 61.5 60.7 68.8
Satisfied 16.1 20.8 26.9 21.4 21.1
Not satisfied 0.0 4.2 3.8 17.9 6.4
Tot.abs. (=100%) 31 24 26 28 109

Tenure

Municipal 
housing

Private Coop. and 
owner 

occupied

Other Total

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 64.1 80.0 69.0 1.0 68.5
Satisfied 25.0 10.0 20.7 0.0 21.3
Not satisfied 7.8 10.0 3.4 0.0 6.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 64 10 29 5 108

Age categories

18-30 31-44 45-54 55-64 65+ Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 41.4 66.7 2.2 85.7 83.3 62.1
Satisfied 24.1 16.7 0.6 0.0 0.0 16.8
Not satisfied 31.0 13.3 0.4 14.3 16.7 18.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 29 30 11 7 18 95

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 8.0 65.6 55.6 75.0 85.7 69.2
Satisfied 3.0 18.8 38.9 25.0 0.0 20.2
Not satisfied 2.0 12.5 5.6 0.0 0.0 6.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 13 32 18 20 21 104

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Table 7.12 – Satisfaction with the neighbourhood of respondents in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) 

(%)

Household type

Living 
alone

With 
partner 

no 
children

With 
partner 

and 
children

Single 
with 

children

Other and 
unknown

Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 65.0 62.5 67.9 50.0 30.0 61.2
Satisfied 10.0 25.0 17.9 25.0 30.0 17.3
Not satisfied 22.5 12.5 7.1 25.0 40.0 18.4
Tot.abs. (=100%) 40 16 28 4 10 98

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 82.4 72.7 53.8 87.5 0.0 68.2
Satisfied 11.8 18.2 30.8 12.5 50.0 21.5
Not satisfied 0.0 3.0 12.8 0.0 50.0 6.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 17 33 39 16 2 107

Yes No Unknown Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 30.6 84.1 66.7 61.1
Satisfied 27.8 9.1 13.3 16.8
Not satisfied 38.9 4.5 13.3 18.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 36 44 15 95

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 59.3 72.2 70.0 68.3
Satisfied 22.2 22.2 20.0 21.8
Not satisfied 18.5 1.9 5.0 6.9
Tot.abs. (=100%) 27 54 20 101

Contacts with neighbours

Good Moderate Bad Unknown Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 76.0 53.1 30.8 40.0 61.0
Satisfied 8.0 21.9 30.8 40.0 17.0
Not satisfied 12.0 25.0 30.8 20.0 19.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 50 32 13 5 100

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 66.7 76.2 50.0 - 68.8
Satisfied 24.6 16.7 20.0 - 21.1
Not satisfied 3.5 4.8 30.0 - 6.4
Tot.abs. (=100%) 57 42 10 - 109

Relatives and friends in the neighbourhood

Yes both 
relatives and 

friends

Yes but only 
friends 

Yes but only 
relatives

No Total

Råslätt Very satisfied 72.7 64.5 64.5 41.9 61.0
Satisfied 12.1 16.1 16.1 25.8 17.0
Not satisfied 9.1 19.4 19.4 29.0 19.0
Tot.abs. (=100%) 33 31 5 31 100

Öxnehaga Very satisfied 75.0 69.0 55.6 67.4 68.8
Satisfied 14.3 17.2 22.2 27.9 21.1
Not satisfied 3.6 13.8 11.1 2.3 6.4
Tot.abs. (=100%) 28 29 9 43 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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According to Table 7.13 one can see that those who live in Öxnehaga responded that they 

experience burglary in the dwellings as a problem, which does not necessarily mean that they 

have been robbed. According to the municipal housing company, there has only been one break 

in within the last year. It could be that the respondents were not just thinking about flats, but 

also about cellars and storehouse areas, where break-ins are more common. One hypothesis why 

people feel unsafe can be that the respondents read in the newspaper that there have been break-

ins and this makes people afraid that the same is happening in Öxnehaga. 

Physically, housing estates in Sweden are well-maintained and clean. Dirt on the streets 

however, is still perceived as a problem in both housing estates. This is most likely due to the 

recycling areas, located in various sites around the estates, which are littered and untidy. In 

Öxnehaga the quality of commercial services is considered a larger problem than it is in Råslätt, 

and when one considers how we described the differences in the areas centres, the numbers 

support the experiences of the individuals within their respective centres. Then there are the 

single-family housing areas and the cooperatives in Öxnehaga, which are probably not as 

dependent on Öxnehaga centre because they can travel elsewhere to shop. From interviews we 

found that people from the cooperatives consider that the centre in Öxnehaga has decayed. It 

has been more expensive to shop there because there is no competition between the shops. 

Those who live in the cooperatives and the single-family houses usually travel to the local 

shopping centre to do their shopping (Öresjö et al., 2004).

Table 7.13 – Neighbourhood related perceived problems in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (% of 

tenants experiencing ‘serious problems’)

Problems Råslätt Öxnehaga

Dirt on the streets
Drug abuse
Burglary in dwellings
Burglary in cars
Graffiti
Feelings of unsafety
Upkeep of public spaces
Condition of roads
Playgrounds for children
Maintenance of buildings
Lack of employment
Quality of schools
Quality of commercial services
Quality of public services
Different values
Racism

33.0
23.0
15.0
23.0
27.0
22.0
8.0
5.0

11.0
10.0
41.0
7.0
9.0
5.0

20.0
10.0

33.0
15.6
31.2

40.4
33.9
13.8
17.4
13.8
13.8
9.2

13.8
11.9
22.0
16.5
20.2
18.3

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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7.4 Social aspects

People have the possibility to meet each other in different social activities in the estates. 

Jönköpings municipality has one of the highest numbers of organisations and associations in 

Sweden. There have been different policies that help people in the estates to build social 

networks and to increase social activities. 

According to Table 7.14 one can see that in both estates, the residents experience good 

contacts with their neighbours. The overwhelming majority of residents in both Råslätt and 

Öxnehaga have friends and relatives that also live in the area.

Approximately 34 per cent in Råslätt and 37 per cent in Öxnehaga have one strong connection 

to the estate. There is a difference, however, when it comes to weaker contacts. There are 

considerably more people in Råslätt that say they have weak contacts in their area.

Table 7.14 – Social aspects and contacts in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%) 

Råslätt Öxnehaga

Contacts with other residents

Good
Moderate
Bad
Unknown

50.0
32.0
13.0
5.0

52.3
38.5
9.2
0.0

Proximity to friends or relatives

Yes, both relatives and friends
Yes, but only friends
Yes, but only relatives
No

33.0
31.0
5.0

31.0

25.7
26.6

8.3
39.4

Attachment to the neighbourhood

Weak
Neutral
Strong
Unknown

23.0
39.0
34.0

4,0

9.2
50.5
36.7

3.7

Social mix in the estate

Socially mixed
Moderately mixed
Socially homogeneous
Unknown/missing

47.0
14.0
20.0
19.0

63.3
15.6
11.0
10.1

Helping each other

Help each other
Go their own way
Mixture
Unknown/missing

31.0
22.0
39.0
8.0

23.9
21.1
50.5
4.5

The level of social mix in proportion to interaction between residents

Good
Neutral
Bad
Unknown

44.0
24.0
11.0
21.0

32.1
37.6
14.7
15.6

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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In particular, households with native origins tend to be less attached to the neighbourhood in 

Råslätt compared to Öxnehaga (Table 7.15). Older respondents are also more strongly attached 

to the neighbourhoods than younger respondents. There are more immigrants living in Råslätt 

and earlier research shows that the natives are unfamiliar with the estate. They are a minority of 

the inhabitants (Öresjö, 1996).

Concerning neighbourhood contacts the respondents have good or moderate experiences in 

both estates in the same way (80-85 per cent). Only 10-15 per cent of the respondents answered 

Reputation of the estate

Good
Moderate
Bad
Unknown

8.0
30.0
53.0
9.0

22.9
49.5
12.0
15.6

Agreement with the reputation

Yes
No
Unknown/missing

33.0
47.0
20.0

49.5
24.8
25.7

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Table 7.15 – Neighbourhood attachment according to ethnicity and age in Råslätt and Öxnehaga 

(Jönköping) (%)

Attachment Native Europe and 
Russia

Africa and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Råslätt Weak 28.0 26.3 22.2 12.5 24.5
Neutral 34.0 31.6 55.6 43.8 37.2
Strong 34.0 36.8 22.2 43.8 35.1
Tot.abs. (=100%) 50 19 9 16 94

Öxnehaga Weak 10.4 0.0 0.0 4.0 8.6
Neutral 45.5 100.0 0.0 64.0 50.5
Strong 40.3 0.0 100.0 32.0 38.1
Tot.abs. (=100%) 77 2 1 25 105

Age categories

18-30 31-44 45-54 55-64 65+ Total

Råslätt Weak 37.9 20.0 9.1 28.6 11.1 23.2
Neutral 37.9 36.7 45.5 42.9 38.9 38.9
Strong 24.1 36.7 45.5 28.6 44.4 34.7
Tot.abs. (=100%) 29 30 11 7 18 95

Öxnehaga Weak 15.4 6.3 5.6 15.0 4.8 8.7
Neutral 61.5 59.4 38.9 45.0 42.9 50.0
Strong 23.1 34.4 44.4 35.0 47.6 37.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 13 32 18 20 21 104

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 7.14 – Social aspects and contacts in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%) (continued)

Råslätt Öxnehaga

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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that they had experience from bad neighbourhood contacts. Households with a native origin 

have experienced bad neighbourhood contacts to a larger degree than households with foreign 

origin in both estates. One explanation could be that they are the minority of the inhabitants in 

Råslätt (Table 7.16).

The reputation of the estate differ between Råslätt and Öxnehaga. In Råslätt it is only 8 per 

cent that consider the reputation of the estate as good and in Öxnehaga it is 22.9 per cent. A 

larger share of respondents state that the estate has a bad reputation in Råslätt (more than half 

of the respondents) than in Öxnehaga. The majority of those who answered that Råslätt has a 

bad reputation do not agree with this themselves. They believe that they live in a nice area that 

does not live up to its bad reputation at all. In the case of Öxnehaga, the reputation is more 

moderate than bad, and the majority of those who live there agree. In Råslätt both households 

with foreign and native origin respond that the estate has a bad reputation. In Öxnehaga the 

corresponding statements are mostly generated by households with native origin. The response 

concerning reputation does not appear to be related to age in a significant way. Råslätts bad 

reputation has been well-known for many years and the natives could have heard about it more 

than the immigrants (Table 7.17).

Table 7.16 – Neighbourhood contacts according to ethnicity in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping)

Contacts Native Europe and 
Russia

Africa and 
Turkey

Other and 
unknown

Total

Råslätt Good 38.0 63.2 55.6 68.8 50.0
Moderate 34.0 31.6 44.4 18.8 31.9
Bad 24.0 5.3 0.0 0.0 13.8
Tot.abs. (=100%) 50 19 9 16 94

Öxnehaga Good 54.5 50.0 0.0 48.0 52.4
Moderate 36.4 50.0 100.0 40.0 38.1
Bad 9.1 0.0 0.0 12.0 9.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 77 2 1 25 105

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 7.17 – Area reputation according to ethnicity and age in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%)

Area reputation Native Europe and 
Russia

Africa and 
Turkey

Other and 
Unknown

Total

Råslätt Good 2.0 21.1 0.0 12.5 7.4
Moderate 30.0 26.3 22.2 25.0 27.7
Bad 58.0 42.1 66.7 56.3 55.3
Tot.abs. (=100%) 50 19 9 16 94

Öxnehaga Good 22.1 0.0 100.0 20.0 21.9
Moderate 53.2 100.0 0.0 40.0 50.5
Bad 14.3 0.0 0.0 8.0 12.4
Tot.abs. (=100%) 77 2 1 25 105

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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7.5 Conclusions

Råslätt, as well as Öxnehaga, was constructed during the Million Programme, which the 

Swedish parliament decided in 1965 in order to remedy an increasingly difficult lack of housing. 

Råslätt, which consists of 30 uniformly built six– to eight-storey buildings, is more 

representative for the Million Programme than Öxnehaga. Öxnehaga consists of a mix of 

different types of housing. There are areas with cooperatives and single-family houses located in 

the northern and southern parts of the estate and blocks of flats in the middle.

Nearly since the beginning, Råslätt has been stigmatised as a place to live in contrast to 

Öxnehaga. Initially Öxnehaga was attractive, but later the reputation of the blocks of flats 

significantly degenerated. In spite of that only a few of the respondents in Öxnehaga said that 

the estate has a bad reputation in the rest of the city, while more than half of the respondents in 

Råslätt said that such is the case. Still, many in Råslätt did not agree. 

The satisfaction with the homes and neighbourhoods in Råslätt and Öxnehaga did not differ 

as much as expected bearing in mind the differences in reputations. A majority in Råslätt (72 

per cent) as well as in Öxnehaga (82.6 per cent) answered that they were satisfied with their 

homes. The figures for the neighbourhoods are 61.5 per cent and 70 per cent respectively. In 

Råslätt, respondents with a native origin appear to be less satisfied with the neighbourhood 

compared to respondents with foreign origins. In Öxnehaga, respondents living in the dwellings 

owned by the municipality housing company are less satisfied than households living in other 

forms of tenure. In both of the housing estates, older respondents are more satisfied than 

younger. Respondents who have lived in the estates for a long time are more satisfied with the 

neighbourhood compared to respondents that lived in the estates a short time. Not surprisingly 

nearly all respondents with the intention of moving out within two years were not satisfied. 

Most satisfied are the inhabitants in Råslätt, not unexpectedly with accessibility to public 

service, while green spaces is most mentioned in Öxnehaga. The single most-mentioned 

negative aspect in Råslätt is ‘People who live there’. Nearly one-fourth of the respondents also 

answered that they experience serious problems in the neighbourhood with respect to drug abuse 

and to feelings of unsafety. At the same time only a minority said that they have bad contacts 

with other residents in the area. Furthermore two-thirds have relatives and/or friends living in 

Table 7.17 – Area reputation according to ethnicity and age in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%) 

(continued)

Age categories

18-30 31-44 45-54 55-64 65+ Total

Råslätt Good 10.3 16.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.4
Moderate 31.0 20.0 54.5 14.3 33.3 29.5
Bad 55.2 56.7 45.5 71.4 38.9 52.6
Tot.abs. (=100%) 29 30 11 7 18 95

Öxnehaga Good 23.1 9.4 44.4 20.0 33.3 24.0
Moderate 53.8 56.3 33.3 50.0 52.4 50.0
Bad 23.1 9.4 16.7 15.0 4.8 12.5
Tot.abs. (=100%) 13 32 18 20 21 104

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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the neighbourhood. Thus, the social situation in Råslätt could be described from two 

perspectives. On one side you have social problems, which are troublesome for other inhabitants 

in Råslätt. On the other side there are groups of inhabitants with strong ties to other residents 

in Råslätt and who are also strongly attached to the neighbourhood. However, the households 

with a native origin have experienced bad contacts with other residents to a larger degree than 

households with foreign origin in both estates. The same results hold for neighbourhood 

attachment 

In Öxnehaga, accessibility to public services is the single most mentioned negative aspect. As 

we have pointed out earlier, the centre in this estate is much smaller than in Råslätt. More 

curious is the fact that so many residents in Öxnehaga in contrast to Råslätt experience serious 

problems with respect to burglary in dwellings and burglary in cars. At the same time 

considerably fewer respondents in Öxnehaga than in Råslätt feel unsafe in the neighbourhood.
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8 Effects of the policies in Jönköping 

The aim of this chapter is to give an overview of the effects of the policies and actions in Råslätt 

and Öxnehaga, according to the respondents. This is in order to get a picture of who profits and 

who experiences clear disadvantages from the policies. First we give a short overview of the 

policies and actions, taken in the estates from Öresjö et al., 2004. 

The municipality of Jönköping has been working actively for ten years with an Integration 

Programme that has targeted the large housing estates in the city. The most important experi-

ences from this policy programme have to do with the way it has been managed and implement-

ed. First, the special policy efforts made within the Integration Programme have been linked to 

the normal work and activities within the committees and organisations in the municipality. 

Second, the policy efforts have mainly been made in collaboration between the different com-

mittees and organisations within the municipality and the actors outside the municipality.

In Jönköping there are not many policies aiming to reconstruct the buildings in the estates. 

The physical constructions already have been taken care of and the municipal housing 

companies have been responsible for them.

8.1 Policies and actions in Råslätt and Öxnehaga 

New construction activity is at a low level in Jönköping, as well as most other parts of Sweden. 

The municipality of Jönköping experienced problems with a lot of vacancies in the middle of the 

1990s, but this has now reversed itself in the last few years, and now there is a shortage of 

housing. An explanation for this is the relatively strong growth and a positive net migration in 

the Jönköping region. The two housing estates Råslätt and Öxnehaga both had vacancies during 

the 1990s, which now have vanished. 

The policies used, target the large housing estates in Jönköping. Employment has been an area 

of priority, and it can be seen that integration has been dominating the philosophy behind the 

policies. This is very clear concerning the policy for stimulating employment. The efforts to 

increase the attractiveness in the areas have also served as a guideline for the policy making. 

The key actor concerning the policy efforts has been the municipality, although other actors, 

as well as the residents’ participation have been given priority. Usually it is those people working 

in the municipality, or politicians, who have taken the first initiative, meaning this is not a pure 

‘bottom-up’ approach. Still, one can claim that the driving forces in the process comes from both 

the top and the bottom when different projects are initiated and implemented.
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In Jönköping the problem of segregation has very much been limited to a few areas, such as 

Råslätt and Öxnehaga (the focus in this project), together with Österängen and the south of 

Huskvarna. From the middle of the 1990s and onwards, the municipality of Jönköping has 

carried out a programme in order to reduce problems tied to segregation in these areas. A 

number of projects (more than 100) have been implemented focusing on (1) labour market and 

employment, (2) education and language skills, (3) culture, (4) citizen influence, (5) sports and 

other leisure activities. During six years (1997-2002) the municipality spent more than 

40 million SEK (approximately EUR 4.5 million). The programme has been managed directly 

by the city council, and the different municipal committees and other organisations have had to 

apply for funding for each particular project.

The assertion that the programme has been successful in reducing different problems of 

segregation in Råslätt and Öxnehaga is supported by different indications. The employment rate 

as well as the income per capita in Råslätt has increased during the time of the programme. At 

the same time, however, the business cycle was strong at the close of the 1990s and the 

beginning of 2000. Therefore, conclusions about the success of the programme should not be 

too long drawn. Although, we know that several projects that have been carried out within the 

programme have been successful. For example, several linguistic development projects and 

different types of employment and labour integration projects. Different evaluations have been 

made that support this statement (Pettersson, 2002; Öresjö and Vindelman, 2002; Utvärdering 

av kommunens särskilda integrationssatsning, 2002; Jobb istället för bidrag, 100-jobben, 2004). 

Jönköping municipality also received 10 million SEK (EUR 1.1 million) from the state 

government to develop the Integration Programme further and to carry out various forms of 

evaluations, etc.

The projects carried out within the Integration Programme should be thought of as a type of 

mobilising effort to influence the routines in the various committees and organisations in the 

municipality. Since the Integration Programme has been managed directly by the city council, 

there has been a close link between policymakers and the different activities, meaning that the 

implementation process has worked fast. In these policy documents the fundamental philosophy 

is formulated for how the policy should be implemented on the neighbourhood level, 

independently if the activities are carried out in a project form or within the ordinary work in 

the committees and organisations in the municipality. According to this philosophy there 

should be a ‘cooperation between various administrations, organisations and associations, municipal 

housing company and the business community in Jönköpings municipality, and the members of the 

society should have possibilities to participate in the municipality work’ (Öresjö et al., 2004). 

Project activities, of which there are more than one hundred, should be in combination with 

how the municipalities perform their regular activities concerning segregation and integration. 

It is the local leisure and recreation department, the school and childcare administration, the 

culture administration and the social services/welfare administration that are most likely to be 

cooperating around all the issues concerning children and youth. Policy programmes are 

planned and implemented working from the same comprehensive goals and cooperation 

between civil servants within the different administrations. The municipality places great 

importance on the possibility of children and youth to influence their situation within the 

community. Moreover, there is cooperation among the various administrations, organisations 

and associations, municipal housing company and the business community in Jönköping’s 
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municipality. The three catchwords in the municipalities programme are: cooperation, 

integration and public participation.

8.2 What has been improved?

According to Swedish law, the maintenance of rental housing is the responsibility of the owner 

(in this case the municipal housing company). In Jönköping, the Tenant association and the 

municipal housing company have negotiated locally for the maintenance of flats. All of the 

tenants that fall under Bostads AB VätterHem, where Råslätt and Öxnehaga are two parts, 

receive their flats wallpapered, and certain sections are repainted every 12 years. The plastic floor 

mats are replaced every 20 years along with refinishing the wooden floors. Kitchen cabinet doors 

are replaced every 25 years. The cost of this maintenance is included in the rent. If tenants wish 

to re-wallpaper their flats after 4 years, they are responsible for eight-twelfths of the cost. If the 

tenant does not wish to have any renovations, the cost is drawn from the rent. The municipal 

housing company works from a maintenance plan and has a maintenance budget of about 

100 million SEK for the year 2004 (EUR 10 million). Bostads AB VätterHem has a high 

standard for the physical environment, both inside and outside. If there are very few vacancies, 

those moving out of a rental unit must pay for renovation and repair of any damages before 

anyone new takes over (interview with key person). Approximately one-half of those asked have 

had their flats renovated within the last five years. The most common types of renovation in 

Råslätt over the last five years was wallpaper, new flooring, kitchen and bathroom, as well as the 

entrance. The most common renovations in Öxnehaga were new floors, kitchens, wallpaper and 

bathrooms, in that order (Tables 8.1 and 8.2).

As one can see in Table 8.3 approximately one-half of those asked did not see any changes in 

terms of policies or actions aimed at improving life in the neighbourhood. Those who answered 

that they had seen changes mentioned improvements in the school as well as the mainly physical 

improvements in the area. There is a connection to the Integration Programme and other special 

investment projects. Examples of these are the creation of new playgrounds, investment in their 

children, calmer nights because of parents watch, reduced traffic in the estate and the project 

100-work reducing unemployment. 

The principal actors in these policies have been the municipality and the municipal housing 

company (Bostads AB VätterHem), which can be considered an equal partner (Table 8.4). The 

residents in Råslätt connect Bostads AB Vätterhem with more changes than the residents in 

Öxnehaga. This can be explained by the fact that Bostads AB VätterHem did not take over 

Table 8.1 – Improvements of dwellings in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%)

Improvements of dwellings Råslätt Öxnehaga

No 
Yes
Unknown/missing

41.0
46.0
13.0

32.1
59.6
8.3

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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management of Öxnehaga before 2001, whereas they managed Råslätt since the beginning. The 

administrative responsibility for Öxnehaga was taken over in 1999. The municipal property on 

Råslätt is maintained by Bostads AB VätterHem under contract from the municipality, whereas 

the municipal property on Öxnehaga is maintained by another company (Farmartjänst) under 

contract from the municipality. The municipal housing company and the municipality have dif-

ferent maintenance intervals, which means that many complaints dealing with the municipali-

ties maintenance of the area falls to the municipal housing company (interview key persons). 

In areas like Råslätt and Öxnehaga there is a clear marked expectation that the municipal 

housing company shall take an active part in different activities on the estates (Öresjö et al., 

2004). ‘If anything happens in Råslätt or Öxnehaga, it is expected that VätterHem should take care of 

it, while if anything happens in an area in downtown Jönköping, the residents there go to the police 

instead’ (interview key person).

People have different demands on the municipal housing company in different areas. Bostads 

AB VätterHem is a primary actor that concentrates on nearness and continuity. They have 

custodians in the area that are responsible for their own homestead and have administrative 

offices there. This creates a nearness between the municipal housing company and the residents 

within the respective estates.

There is a newspaper (We in Vätterhem) that is distributed by Bostads AB VätterHem to all 

the households, which gives information about the different projects being performed within the 

estate for which the municipal housing company is responsible. This makes the residents aware 

of the projects and changes occurring, as well as what is being planned for the future. 

During the last years, the most important investments have been specifically those where the 

municipal housing company or Jönköping municipality have been involved, like with the 

rebuilding of the commercial centre in Råslätt or the 100-work project. In these kinds of projects 

it is not possible to have general meetings with the residents. On the other hand, when it was 

time to repaint the buildings, they held a residents’ meeting for every homestead which allowed 

the residents to be involved. In Råslätt, they have voted in a committee (Råslätts Rådet) that 

works to develop the area. A similar committee does not exist in Öxnehaga.

Råslätt has always been the area in Jönköping that got extra resources and subsidies because 

it always has been the most problematic area in the municipality. This can explain why there is 

Table 8.2 – Types of improvements of dwellings in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping), (multiple 

answers: % based on respondents)

Improvements of dwellings Råslätt Öxnehaga

Kitchen
Bathroom
Change of layout
Roof
Floor
Entrance
Outside walls
Complete renewal
Other

16.0
16.0
2.0

14.0
18.0
12.0
3.0
0.0

23.0

22.9
19.3

1.8
12.8
28.4

7.3
11.0

0,0
27.5

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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a more positive experience of improvements in Råslätt than in Öxnehaga. It is where the 

residents have discerned the most contribution and where more special investments have 

occurred. 

When many of the residents experienced that something has been improved, only a few 

people mentioned this aspect as a serious problem in the neighbourhood. This result is shown 

when we compare the answers to the question: Do you personally experience serious problems 

in the neighbourhood? with the answer to the question: Which of the mentioned aspects have 

been improved by any policy or action? It shows that those who experienced special specific 

investments also experienced fewer problems at the time of the interview. For example, it is 

55 per cent of the residents in Råslätt who noticed improvements in the ‘playgrounds for 

children’ and it is 11 per cent at the time of the interview who viewed the playgrounds as a 

problem. The same figures for ‘upkeep of public space’ are 50 per cent and 8 per cent respectively 

and for ‘quality of commercial services’ 43 per cent and 5 per cent. In Öxnehaga the relations 

between improvements and lower experiences of serious problems are not equally marked 

(Tables 8.5 and 8.6).

8.3 Spill-over effects

To find out if there are any spill-over effects from the policies, we interviewed some people from 

the municipal housing company and project managers from the 100-work project, which is a 

part of the Integration Programme in Jönköping. We also used the results from earlier 

interviews. 

Table 8.3 – Residents’ knowledge about policies and actions aiming at improvements of life in Råslätt 

and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%)

Policies in the neighbourhood Råslätt Öxnehaga

Yes 
No 
Unknown/missing

36.0
46.0
18.0

23.9
64.2
11.9

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 8.4 – Residents’ knowledge about main actors of the policies in Råslätt and Öxnehaga 

(Jönköping) (%) 

Policies actors Råslätt Öxnehaga

National government
Local government
Housing companies
Local population
Other
Unknown/missing

1.0
11.0
23.0

5.0
4.0

57.0

0.9
15.6
17.4
3.7
0.9

61.5
Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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There can be spill-over effects at different levels both municipal (estate), group and individual. 

When Råslätt was built, homes in central Jönköping where people with large social problems 

lived were demolished. Both the problems and the people moved into Råslätt, which gave way 

to a bad reputation about the area, which exist still today. In Öxnehaga it was the poor physical 

construction of the buildings that led to a period of high vacancy. During periods when there 

Table 8.5 – Policies and actions aiming at improvements of life in Råslätt (Jönköping) (%)

Aspects that residents experienced 
as serious problems in the 

neighbourhood

Per cent 
answering yes

Aspects that residents experienced 
have been improved by any policy or 

action

Per cent 
answering yes

Lack of employment 41.0 Playgrounds for children 55.0
Dirt on the streets 33.0 Upkeep of public space 50.0
Graffiti 27.0 Quality of commercial services 43.0
Burglary in cars 23.0 Conditions of the roads 41.0
Drug abuse 23.0 Quality of schools 40.0
Feelings of unsafety 22.0 Maintenance of buildings 39.0
Different values 20.0 Quality of public services 37.0
Burglary in dwellings 15.0 Dirt on the streets 34.0
Playgrounds for children 11.0 Feelings of unsafety 34.0
Racism 10.0 Graffiti 25.0
Maintenance of buildings 10.0 Different values 24.0
Quality of commercial services 9.0 Drug abuse 21.0
Upkeep of public space 8.0 Racism 20.0
Quality of schools 7.0 Lack of employment 19.0
Conditions of the roads 5.0 Burglary in dwellings 18.0
Quality of public services 5.0 Burglary in cars 17.0

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 8.6 – Policies and actions aiming at improvements of life in Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%)

Aspects that residents experienced 
as serious problems in the 

neighbourhood

Per cent 
answering yes

Aspects that residents experienced 
have been improved by any policy or 

action

Per cent 
answering yes

Burglary in cars 40.4 Playgrounds for children   36.7
Graffiti 33.9 Upkeep of public space   30.3
Dirt on the streets 33.0 Quality of schools   27.5
Burglary in dwellings 31.2 Maintenance of buildings   21.1
Quality of commercial services 22.0 Conditions of the roads   18.3
Different values 20.2 Dirt on the streets   15.6
Racism 18.3 Quality of public services   12.8
Upkeep of public space 17.4 Racism   9.2
Quality of public services 16.5 Graffiti 9.2
Drug abuse 15.5 Different values 8.3
Conditions of the roads 13.8 Feelings of unsafety 8.3
Playgrounds for children 13.8 Burglary in dwellings 8.3
Feelings of unsafety 13.8 Burglary in cars 8.3
Lack of employment 13.8 Quality of commercial services 8.3
Quality of schools 11.9 Lack of employment   7.3
Maintenance of buildings 9.2 Drug abuse   7.3

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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are many empty flats in one area, there is a tendency for increased problems. Municipal housing 

companies need to rent out their flats, and in Råslätt a cooperation started with the immigration 

authorities and a refugee camp was opened. Whenever new groups of immigrants arrive to an 

area, there is always a problem when they should begin integrating into a housing estate. The 

bigger the group of new immigrants, the bigger the problem.

People with large problems and issues tend to move around to different areas, thereby shifting 

the ‘problem area’ from place to place. If there are a lot of vacant flats the problems tend to 

increase. If there are few vacancies, the problems tend to decrease.

It is mostly the municipal housing company’s market and their terms and conditions that 

count when all flats are rented and many families and individuals with permanent employment 

move into an area.

The 100-work project did not provide any large spill-over effects between the different 

housing estates in Jönköping. On the other hand, there are effects within the housing estates on 

both group and individual levels. It came up during the interviews, that the most important spill-

over effect was that those individuals who participated in the project have become roll models 

for others, both among family and relatives, and among the other immigrants in the area. By 

sharing their experiences with others, they showed that it is worth it to fight and work to 

increase their possibilities of creating new contacts within the community. Their social network 

increases, along with their knowledge of the Swedish culture. If one person in a family is 

employed, it has led to that others in the family for both economic and social reasons have 

become motivated to try. Through the project, immigrants have entered different work places 

in Jönköping, which has in turn led to a change in attitude towards immigrants. The work places 

are located throughout the entire municipality, which has led to people working in areas where 

immigrants do not live, which in turn has led to attitude changes as a spill-over effect.

From the point of view of the municipal housing company, there have been spill-over effects 

from the project in that individuals have begun to move from Råslätt to other housing estates in 

larger dimensions over the last years. They have achieved a career in housing and people have 

found the strength to risk moving and not just feel the known security in Råslätt with all of the 

networks that exist there. It is both the family networks and the social networks that make it safe 

and easy for immigrants to live in Råslätt and Öxnehaga. The change is that they now have 

begun to break out and move.

The municipal housing company has also seen spill-over effects from Råslätts poor reputation. 

It is not the youth who live in Råslätt that are creating all of the problems in the area, but instead 

it is youth from other areas who come to Råslätt and create problems. The fact that the youth 

at Råslätt behave better can be attributed to the housing companies organising custodians that 

provide stronger social control and the cooperation that exists between the various authorities, 

administrations in the municipalities and organisations that all work in Råslätt. The same exists 

in Öxnehaga. 

There was a security project carried out in Österängen (on the border of Öxnehaga) where the 

municipal housing company restored the lighting within the area, among other things. Within 

certain housing estates, the responsibility for lighting is divided between the municipality and 

the housing company. The municipality did not participate in the security project, which 

resulted in the residents of Österängen writing an official letter to the municipality, stating that 

they should also take care of the lighting. The municipality re-prioritised and performed the 
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work much earlier than was planned. A spill-over effect that increased security and safety in the 

area. A similar security project is going to be done in Öxnehaga.

It is difficult to talk about spill-over effects when it deals with housing companies’ 

investments, because they have renovation plans that they follow in various areas, which means 

that renovation work is constant when it comes to the physical standards in the estates.

8.4 Conclusions

In Jönköping the problem of segregation has very much been limited to a few areas, such as 

Råslätt and Öxnehaga (the focus in this project), together with Österängen and the south of 

Huskvarna. From the middle of the 1990s and onwards, the municipality of Jönköping has 

carried out a programme in order to reduce problems tied to segregation in these areas. A 

number of projects (more than 100) have been implemented focusing on (1) labour market and 

employment, (2) education and language skills, (3) culture, (4) citizen influence, (5) sports and 

other leisure activities. During six years (1997-2002) the municipality spent more than 

40 million SEK (approximately EUR 4.5 million). The programme has been managed directly 

by the city council, and the different municipal committees and other organisations have had to 

apply for funding for each particular project.

However, employment and educational programmes, which have been in focus, do not get 

addressed in this type of general survey. Only one of the interviewees has mentioned the 100-

work project. At the same time we know from other more specific evaluations that the 

employment-project, which has been carried out within the programme, has been successful.

That is quite different with physical changes in the neighbourhoods. These kinds of changes 

are visible directly, and can be noticed in the results of the survey. Those – both in Råslätt and 

Öxnehaga – who mentioned improvements in their neighbourhoods, mentioned to a great 

extent physical changes. And, when many of the interviewees have experienced that something 

has been improved, only a few people mentioned this aspect as a serious problem in the 

neighbourhood. That is especially valid in Råslätt for ‘Playground for children’, ‘Upkeep of 

public space’, ‘Quality of commercial services’, ‘Conditions of roads’, ‘Quality of schools’, 

‘Maintenance of buildings’ and ‘Quality of public services’. In Öxnehaga the relation, between 

improvements and lower experiences of serious problems are not equally marked. Perhaps one 

can say the same in Öxnehaga as in Råslätt for ‘Playgrounds for children’, ‘Quality of schools’ 

and ‘Maintenance of buildings’ but, as mentioned above, that is not equally marked. The 

conclusion one can make is that there is a more positive experience of improvements in Råslätt 

than in Öxnehaga.

It is also interesting to pay attention to the positive approach the residents have to the 

municipal housing company, especially in Råslätt. Many interviewees mentioned the housing 

company as the main actor for the improvements of life in the neighbourhoods. This reliance 

upon the housing company is even more evident in the next chapter. Those who believe in the 

future in Råslätt, and that is 52 per cent, believe that the housing company will develop and 

improve the area to be better. The fact is that Öxnehaga is a mix of different housing and the 

municipal housing company only owns one part of the estate. It has only owned and maintained 

this part of Öxnehaga for a few years. This can explain some of the differences in the results of 

the survey-study between Råslätt and Öxnehaga.
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9 The future of the Råslätt and Öxnehaga 
estates

In this chapter something will be said about the future of the estates. How do people think about 

their future in the estate in which they live? We will describe the people that have a certain trust 

in the neighbourhood, and the people who are completely negative, along with the background 

of these positive and negative feelings. We will also present what the residents are planning for 

their future, in the next two years, if they are planning to move away from the estates or stay. It 

is the opinion of the residents that are central.

9.1 The future of the neighbourhood

We see in Table 9.1 that of those who live in Råslätt, one-half believe that the future will be 

better in their current neighbourhood, and in Öxnehaga it is one-fourth that think that the 

future will be better. That indicates that those who live in Råslätt have a brighter outlook of the 

future than those in Öxnehaga. We received many different answers to the question; how can 

the future be brighter. The answers can be divided into different groups, where the first group 

is social aspects for example; a mixture of residents, the estate will become more safe, do 

something about drug abuse and decrease segregation. It is the social aspects that have received 

the most alternative answers. Physical changes and administration came in as group number 

two, with answers like for example; decentralisation of decision making and change of the 

appearance of the flats.

The best thing about Råslätt is the service, and the worst is the population. This could explain 

that they believe and hope that the social aspects will be better in the future. Öxnehaga is 

dominated by the social questions which the residents believe should make the future better, but 

there are also many who brought up the physical questions and the administrative questions as 

important.

Those who believe in the future in Råslätt, believe that Bostads AB VätterHem will develop 

and improve the area, and that they will maintain the area better. Those who do not believe in 

a better future, want to see social changes in order for the area to be better and for development 

to change course. The majority that view the area as being better have faith in the work of the 

municipal housing company. Those that see positive development on the estate are fewer in 

number in Öxnehaga (23.9 per cent) than in Råslätt (52 per cent), although both are emphasis-

ing Bostads AB VätterHem.
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9.2 Staying or leaving?

The number that have plans to move within the next two years are similar in both Råslätt and 

Öxnehaga with rental tenants. The numbers for Öxnehaga in Table 9.2 include also single-

family houses and cooperatives, consequently the numbers are somewhat lower. Those who do 

not know are somewhat higher in Öxnehaga, which could be interpreted as; those who say ‘no’ 

are fewer than those who are waiting to see (those who believe that it could be better).

15 per cent give as their reason for moving the actual area itself, for example that the home is 

too small and they need a safer environment. These types of reasons could be remedied in 

various ways, like through new projects. Other reasons for moving are not easily addressed by 

starting new projects in the area, but rather lie outside that possibility. Other reasons given for 

moving from Råslätt were to study (6 per cent) or to buy a home (6 per cent).

Many of those who will move from Öxnehaga said that the reason was too big or too small 

flats and that there was no lift, which could be remedied and does not belong to that which is 

considered a problem in the area.

In Råslätt the respondents wish to move further away from the area and would very much like 

to move away from the municipality. In Öxnehaga it is equally divided between those who are 

inclined to stay in the housing estate or nearby and those who are inclined to move somewhere 

else within the municipality or away from it.

There is a small difference between Öxnehaga and Råslätt in Jönköping with respect to the 

degree the respondents were satisfied with their home and the neighbourhood. In Råslätt a 

majority was very satisfied with the home. However, the respondents in Råslätt were not 

satisfied with their neighbourhood in the same degree. The correlation between the degree of 

satisfaction with respect to home and neighbourhood respectively was 0.14. This means that 

there is a significant relationship between the two variables, but it is not very strong (Table 9.3).

Table 9.1 – Residents’ future perspectives in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%) 

Future perspectives Råslätt Öxnehaga

Better
Neutral
Worse
Unknown/missing

52.0
16.0
6.0

26.0

23.9
32.1
13.8
30.3

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 9.2 – Residents’ plan to move in Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%) 

Plans to move within two years Råslätt Öxnehaga

Yes
No
Unknown/missing

36.0
44.0
15.0

24.8
49.5
25.7

Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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In Öxnehaga most respondents were very satisfied with both the home and the neighbour-

hood. In particular there is a larger share of households in Öxnehaga that are very satisfied with 

their home compared to Råslätt. This could be explained by the extensive reconstruction activ-

ities and physical improvements that have taken place in the estate during the past decade. The 

difference between Råslätt and Öxnehaga is not of the same magnitude with respect to the 

degree of satisfaction for the neighbourhood. Nevertheless, it is more common that respondents 

in Öxnehaga are very satisfied with their neighbourhood compared to Råslätt. The correlation 

between the two variables is stronger in Öxnehaga compared to Råslätt. The correlation is equal 

to 0.34 in Öxnehaga (Table 9.4).

According to the chi-square statistics, there is a significant positive relationship between 

satisfaction of home and neighbourhood in both Öxnehaga and Råslätt. This relationship is 

stronger in Öxnehaga than in Råslätt. This means that there appears to be a mutual dependency 

between the quality of dwellings and the quality of the neighbourhood. We also find a positive 

correlation between future perspective and the age of the respondents. One difference between 

Råslätt and Öxnehaga is the correlation coefficient between the age of respondents and positive 

future perspectives. In Råslätt the correlation between positive views of the future perspective 

and age was equal to 0.40 and significant on 0.01 level. This relation was not found at all in 

Öxnehaga (Table 9.4).

Of those who plan to move within two years – it is those who have already thought about 

wanting to move because of a situation they find themselves in, like student or temporary 

housing while waiting for something else (Tables 9.5 and 9.6).

Table 9.3 – Share of respondents that was very satisfied and not very satisfied with the neighbourhood 

and the home in Råslätt (Jönköping) (%)

Not very satisfied with 
the neighbourhood

Very satisfied with the 
neighbourhood

Total abs. (=100%)

Not very satisfied with the home 6.2  (3.3)* 2.1  (5.7)* 8

Very satisfied with the home 30.9  (33.8)* 60.8  (57.2)* 89
Total abs. (=100%). 36 61 97

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

* Chi-square=7.2. Expected values within brackets.

Table 9.4 – Share of respondents that was very satisfied and not very satisfied with the neighbourhood 

and the home in Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%)

Not very satisfied with 
the neighbourhood

Very satisfied with the 
neighbourhood

Total abs. (=100%)

Not very satisfied with the home 6.8  (3.9)*

* Chi-square=16.9. Expected values within brackets.

6.8  (9.7)* 14

Very satisfied with the home 21.4  (23.7)* 65.0  (61.4)* 89
Total abs. (=100%). 29 74 103

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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Andersson and Bråmå (2004) write about the stability of the inhabitants between the years 

1995 – 2000. The average number of residents who stayed was lower in both Råslätt (58.7 per 

cent) and Öxnehaga (63.8 per cent) than what was average for the overall housing market in 

Jönköping (64.6 per cent). The stability in Öxnehaga was relatively high, partly due to a larger 

share of non-rental dwellings. Öxnehaga has within the housing estate a home-ownership 

neighbourhood with cooperatives and single-family housing. In 1995, one-third of the 

population of Öxnehaga were located within these areas. Residents who moved out most 

commonly moved into another similar residential area and about two-thirds remained within 

the municipality (Andersson and Bråmå, 2004).

9.3 Effects on other areas 

No one knows what the future will be for the housing market in Jönköping, and especially in 

Råslätt and Öxnehaga, when they build 900 rental flats and cooperatives mostly in central 

Jönköping. But even in the future it seems that Råslätt will be an estate with a bad reputation 

and with a specific section of the population. In spite of the fact that there is positive 

development today the estate will become a regulator in the housing market even in the future. 

Pettersson (2001) shows in a study that people moving into Råslätt differ compared to people 

moving to a more ‘average’ neighbourhood. The estate appears to be non-attractive for families 

with children, for people moving from non-rental housing and for people with experience from 

the local housing market. 

Table 9.5 – Reasons for moving from Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%) 

Reasons for moving Råslätt Öxnehaga

Too small flat
Too expensive flat
Want to buy a dwelling
Closer to relatives and friends
More quiet and safe environment
Live closer to work
Other
Unknown/missing

4.0
4.0
5.0
3.0
7.0
1.0

16.0
60.0

3.7
4.6
8.3
1.8
1.8
0.9
8.3

70.5
Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004

Table 9.6 – Where residents wish to move to from Råslätt and Öxnehaga (Jönköping) (%) 

Where to move to Råslätt Öxnehaga

In the same neighbourhood
Close to the present neighbourhood
Somewhere else in the city
Elsewhere
Unknown/missing

3.0
3.0

16.0
14.0
64.0

5.5
5.5
9.2
1.8

78.0
Total abs. (=100%) 100 109

Source: RESTATE fieldwork, 2004
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As we wrote in Section 8.3, the municipal housing company claims that one spill-over effect 

of the 100-work project is that in the last few years more people have begun moving out of 

Råslätt than ever before. This is seen as a positive effect, for it means that people have had more 

opportunities to change dwellings (interview key persons). On the other hand this means that 

the structure of the people living in the estate will not change. Even in the future it seems that 

Råslätt will need special resources from the municipality and the municipal housing company.

The future for Öxnehaga might be different. Öxnehaga will probably not be, in the same way 

as Råslätt, a regulator in the housing market because of another sort of bad reputation in the 

estate. In the beginning there was no bad reputation, but it started when people discovered the 

poor physical structure in the area and when there where a lot of vacancies. The bad reputation 

was also connected to the different housing companies that managed the area which now has 

changed today. The municipal housing company, Bostads AB VätterHem has only managed 

Öxnehaga for a few years and it has the possibility to make the future brighter for the estate. The 

picture from the outside is not so negative and never has been. There is no bad reputation in the 

areas with cooperatives and single-family houses.

9.4 Conclusions

The residents, especially in Råslätt, have a bright outlook for the future. It is true that the 

average number of residents who stayed in Råslätt is lower than that in the overall housing 

market in Jönköping and even compared to Öxnehaga. These facts, however, do not take away 

the impression that Råslätt once again has undergone a positive development in the same way 

as the estate did in the 1980s. During that decade a well-organised and well-managed housing 

estate seemed to grow up with comprehensive commercial and public services. The negative 

image from the 1970s faded gradually. In the beginning of the 1990s, however, Råslätt once 

again was facing a negative turn. One of the roots of this downward trend was a new and very 

complicated immigrant situation. Ten years later the estate has again started a positive 

development spiral. To conclude: After 30 years research in Råslätt we can establish that there 

is no panacea, which once and for all solves the problems in the most unpopular estates. It is like 

swimming against the tide (Power and Tunstall, 1995). Despite this circumstance it is possible 

to create positive development spirals, which is demonstrated by the Råslätt-case. A continuous 

and alert approach to community development is fundamental as new problems and perils 

constantly are just around the corner (Öresjö, 1996).
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10 Conclusions

In Sweden, discussions about problems in large housing estates focus on estates constructed 

during the Million Programme (MP) 1965-1974. Many of these estates have had a bad 

reputation since very early on, such as Tensta in Stockholm and Råslätt in Jönköping. Others 

have experienced a gradually – or sometimes stepwise – detoriation of their reputation over time. 

This is true for Husby in Stockholm, and for Öxnehaga in Jönköping. In the national debate, 

which started in the late 1960s, Tensta and Råslätt together with other housing estates with the 

same characteristics, became a symbol for a housing policy failure; how politicians, planners, 

architects and housing construction firms failed to design and construct good housing estates 

with pleasant neighbourhoods. Politically, this led to a situation where both the state and 

individual municipalities have put large amounts of money into programmes aiming to come to 

terms with problems in these kinds of housing estates during the last thirty years. 

As early as in 1975, Råslätt was one of 13 MPs, which were in focus in a government induced 

pilot project for these types of housing estates. The aim was to improve the problem with high 

turnover and vacancies in the metropolitan suburbs in Sweden. These were the first 

governmentally initiated and financed pilot projects in problem-ridden estates built during the 

MP. But they were not the last. In the 1990s the most relevant policy financed by the 

government together with the targeted municipalities in Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö 

was the Big City Policy, officially labelled The Metropolitan Development Initiative. The 

interventions of the Big Cities Policy primarily address social, economic, educational and 

health-related problems.

The contents of the interventions in so called ‘exposed residential areas’ have changed over 

time. In the 1970s, the focus was on community work, while renovation of housing and new 

organisation of the municipality housing companies’ management of the estates got increased 

attention during the 1980s. In the 1990s, social aspects were back in focus but not in the same 

way as in the 1970s. During the last decade unemployment, especially among foreign-born 

people, and an increasing socio-economic polarisation of the cities, have been in focus for all 

interventions no matter who financed the projects; the state and the municipality as in 

Stockholm or only the municipality as in Jönköping. Underlying these developments are great 

changes of the Swedish society; from a homogenous to a more heterogeneous society, where 

especially foreign-born people in large housing estates like Husby, Tensta, Råslätt and 

Öxnehaga have experienced increasing levels of unemployment, stigmatisation and social 

exclusion. In Husby as well as in Tensta and Råslätt many of the interviewees replied ‘Yes’ on 

the question if they experience serious problems in the neighbourhood with respect to lack of 
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employment; Husby 62 per cent, Tensta 58 per cent and Råslätt 41 per cent. The Swedish 

employment crisis in the early 1990s hit the large housing estates severely. The improvements 

due to better macro-economic conditions and maybe due to area-based interventions have 

clearly not been enough, even if the evaluations of specific employment projects have showed 

positive results, as for example the projects in Råslätt and Öxnehaga, the Lunda Nova initiative 

in Tensta, and the Kista matching project affecting Husby. All these initiatives have focused on 

introducing immigrants to the labour market and they are regarded to be success stories.

Problems in large housing estates such as unemployment, stigmatisation and social exclusion 

are types of problems, which require interventions that are difficult to evaluate with a statistical 

survey of the kind we now have carried out in this project. Employment and educational 

programmes, which consume the lion’s share of all extra resources allocated to the four studied 

neighbourhoods in Stockholm and Jönköping, can be expected to have quite low visibility and 

do often not affect many households directly in their everyday lives. Physical changes in the 

neighbourhoods are different. These kinds of interventions are directly visible, and this can also 

be noticed in the results of the survey. Few of the interviewees in Husby and Tensta have noticed 

any improvements due to the policies, 10 per cent and 14 per cent respectively, while the figures 

in Råslätt and Öxnehaga are 36 per cent and 24 per cent. But practically all of the interviewees 

in the last two neighbourhoods mentioned only physical changes, such as ‘creation of new 

playground’, ‘improvement of commercial facilities’ (Råslätt), ‘creation of improvements of 

sports’ (Öxnehaga) etc. Only one of the interviewees mentioned the employment project, in 

spite of the fact that this project, exactly as in Husby and Tensta, was in focus in the integration 

programme.

The most interesting results from the survey, from a Swedish perspective, are the differences 

between Stockholm and Jönköping, when we asked about neighbourhood-related problems and 

principal actors in policies or actions. A common feature is that the interviewees in Råslätt as 

well as in Öxnehaga experienced significantly less serious problems in the neighbourhood 

compared to residents in Husby and Tensta. At the same time more interviewees in Jönköping 

mentioned the municipality housing company as a principal actor compared to Stockholm. In 

Råslätt and Öxnehaga, 23 respective 17 per cent, saw the housing company as an important 

actor, while the figures in Husby and Tensta are quite different, 2 per cent in both estates. On 

the whole, the interviewees in Jönköping could mention more principal actors in policies or 

actions than in Stockholm; Råslätt 44 per cent, Öxnehaga 39 per cent, Husby 12 per cent and 

Tensta 20 per cent. Perhaps this is one explanation as to why the residents in the studied 

neighbourhoods in Jönköping are more satisfied with the neighbourhoods than the residents in 

Husby and Tensta. They can better distinguish principal actors in policies as well as in the 

accomplished improvements. That may have given the residents a more positive outlook of the 

future, especially in Råslätt, where 52 per cent believed that the municipal housing company will 

develop and improve the area, and that they will maintain the area in a better way in the years 

to come.

It is also interesting to note that the municipality and the municipal housing company once 

again have managed to turn the development in Råslätt in a positive direction. Ten years ago, 

Råslätt was facing a negative turn after a optimistic decade of being in a positive spiral. It is 

important to know that there is no panacea, which once and for all solve the problems in what 

people believe to be the least attractive estates. New problems and perils constantly are just 

around the corner. 
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Furthermore, the developments in the large housing estates are never solely in the hands of 

local actors, such as the housing companies or municipal planners and politicians. In the 

Swedish case, the influx of refugees to the country has been a crucial factor which tends to have 

a substantial impact on many large housing estates. These estates are the primary residential 

destinations (at least temporarily) for most refugees, partly because the estates tend to have more 

vacancies and a higher turnover and partly because they are owned and managed by municipal 

housing companies. Despite the fact that these companies in theory might operate similar to 

private rental companies they normally have directives from their owners (the municipality) that 

make them function as social housing companies. They are thereby a tool by which the 

municipality can fulfil its law-regulated obligation to ensure the right to housing for all its 

inhabitants.

The influx of refugees to Sweden has for quite some time been among the highest per capita 

in Europe. Refugees, like other immigrants, have rather strong pro-urban and pro-metropolitan 

residential preferences. Either directly or in-directly (secondary migration) a substantial part of 

each refugee cohort ends up in the major cities, especially in Stockholm, Gothenburg and 

Malmö. Within these metropolitan areas they are strongly over-represented in the large housing 

estates. This puts a constant pressure on several basic educational, health and labour market 

oriented public institutions. This is true also for Råslätt and to some extent for Öxnehaga, but 

it clearly transpires from our interviews that not only are Tensta and Husby more immigrant-

dense neighbourhoods, people seem to have less hope that local projects might turn the 

development around. We judge that this is due to a realistic sense of the external factors that 

constantly impact upon the large estates in the metropolitan setting.

Finally, the question who profits from the developments and policies and who might 

experience disadvantages needs some elaboration although a clear conclusion is difficult to reach 

based on this particular study. In Table 10.1, we distinguish between a geographic dimension, 

which separates areas targeted by selective, area-based interventions from non-targeted areas, 

and a policy/thematic dimension, whereby certain extra resources might or might not be 

allocated.

In field number 1 we find the specific programmes and projects that have been in focus for 

our interview study. The programmes in our four estates differ somewhat but they all tend to 

prioritise educational and labour market oriented projects. This might indirectly have positive 

effects on non-targeted people in the area, like the elderly or adults already having a job, but the 

idea is to assist people needing education and/or job training. The same type of reasoning can 

be applied to other parts of the programmes, such as health-related projects; they tend to be 

more helpful for people being ill or otherwise needing information or assistance. It is normally 

the case that both educational, employment and health-related programmes focus more on 

Table 10.1 – A schematic way of addressing the basic research question

Policy dimension

Geographical dimension Extra resources No extra resources

Targeted areas 1 2
Not-targeted areas 3 4

Source: own research, 2004
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immigrants than on natives, but as this is the basic idea with the programmes this is so to say a 

natural and expected outcome. It might, at least in theory, also be the case that the sheer fact 

that areas are being targeted by special programmes produces extra negative effects on all the 

inhabitants. Stigmatisation should not be disregarded but it is difficult to estimate the effects as 

such, and even more so the effects for different sub-groups.

In field number 2 we identify ‘business as usual’ (especially ‘public business as usual’) in the 

estates. This should not be underestimated as the extra money put into these areas through the 

area-based initiatives is much less than is spent on a range of basic public services as schools, 

libraries, social and housing allowances etc. In the Swedish case, quite effective redistribution 

mechanisms ensure that poor neighbourhoods have much more public funding per capita than 

do richer neighbourhoods. In terms of school education, the rate can be approximately 4 to 1. 

We judge that the issue of maintaining a well-functioning welfare state organisation is of greater 

importance for most residents in the estates than is the outcome of more selective, area-targeted 

interventions. This is important to stress in relation to the Swedish cases as reductions in the 

capacity of the welfare state has occurred during the same period as the area-based programmes 

have been developed and in operation. To give just one example: a particular school might get 

5 per cent less resources in 2004 compared to 2001. At the same time the same school might get 

extra money (say 3 per cent of the total budget) as part of an educational project. The outcome 

might be positive for some categories (certain teachers and specific categories of children) but 

the overall situation could very well have detoriated for most. 

In field number 3 we face a situation where universal policies carrying extra money do not aim 

at, or benefit, the large housing estates. It is clearly beyond the scope of this study to discuss this 

further but it should nevertheless be part of the wider discussion on how public money is spent 

in relation to different population and housing segments. Reducing taxes for owner-occupied 

housing is one example. This could improve the disposable income for owner-occupiers but it 

also means less overall public revenues and spending, and the tax relief would, at least in the 

Swedish context, not benefit people in the large housing estates.

Field number 4, finally, is a vast territory but let us give one concrete example. The area-based 

programmes in Sweden are often justified by reference to concentration of poverty and – 

implicitly but seldom explicitly – that poverty concentration produces extra negative outcomes 

for individual residents. However, most poor people, including poor immigrants, do not live in 

the targeted areas. Spending two billion Swedish kronor (tax payers’ money) means in this case 

that people who reside outside the targeted areas get less resources than they would get from a 

more universal or non-geographical individual-specific policy. It might be the case that those 

who are the most disadvanged in the present policy situation are those who live in poor but not 

targeted neighbourhoods. These have not been in focus in this particular study but we should 

always bear in mind that selective policies always carry with them selective outcomes and that 

there might be more effective alternatives if combating poverty, unemployment and 

discrimination are the crucial issues. The problem is of course that resources are scarce and that 

politicians have to prioritise.
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Appendix

RESTATE survey

First some basic information to be provided by the interviewer/local coordinator

City of interview: ………………………………… (to be coded later)

Neighbourhood: ………………………………… (to be coded later)

Date of interview: ………………………………...

Name of interviewer: …………………………………

Number of survey: …………………………………

Introduction

Interviewer: register the kind of dwelling in which the respondent lives

1 apartment/flat

2 single-family house

3 other: ……….

9 unknown

Interviewer: register the number of floors of the building

…… floors

99 unknown

Interviewer: register the floor of the dwelling under consideration (including ground floor)

1 ground floor (i.e. accessible without stairs)

2 first floor

3 second floor

4 third-fifth floor

5 sixth-tenth floor

6 eleventh floor or higher

9 unknown

Good morning/afternoon/night. My name is …… I am working at the University of …

We are carrying out a large international comparative research project in cities in 10 European 

countries. The European Commission subsidises this project. The focus is on housing and 

neighbourhoods and this area has been included in the study. Therefore we would like to ask you a series 

of questions and hope you will be prepared to answer these. All information will remain anonymous and 

confidential. I would like to start with some questions about your current housing situation.
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1 When did you first move to this address?

1 before 1960

2 1961-1970

3 1971-1980

4 1981-1990

5 1991-1995

6 1996-2000

7 2001-2004

9 unknown

2 What was the tenure of the place you lived at before this address?

1 rented from local council

2 rented from housing association/registered social landlord

3 rented from a private landlord

4 owned with mortgage

5 owned outright

9 unknown

3 With whom did you live at your previous address?

1 alone

2 partner and/or children

3 family (parents and siblings)

4 friends

9 no answer/unknown

4 Do you rent or own your present dwelling?

1 social rent (from municipality, housing corporation, housing company, etc.)

2 rent from private person 

3 rent from private company

4 own with mortgage

5 outright owner

6 other:……………………

9 unknown

5 What is the approximate size of your dwelling in square metres? 

1 below 30 m2

2 between 31 and 40 m2

3 between 41 and 50 m2

4 between 51 and 60 m2

5 between 61 and 80 m2

6 between 81 and 100 m2

7 over 100 m2

9 unknown/no answer
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6 How many bedrooms does your dwelling have?

1 one bedroom

2 two bedrooms

3 three bedrooms

4 four bedrooms

5 five or more bedrooms

9 unknown/no answer

7 What share of your income is needed to cover your total housing costs (rent or mortgage, 

electricity, water, etc.)? 

1 less than 10 per cent

2 11-30 per cent

3 31-50 per cent

4 more than 50 per cent

9 unknown

8 When was your present dwelling built? 

1 between 1945 and 1960

2 between 1961 and 1970

3 between 1971 and 1980

4 between 1981 and 1990

5 between 1991 and 2000

6 between 2001 and 2004

9 unknown

9 What was the most important reason for moving to this neighbourhood? 
(one answer only: only the most important reason)

1 low rent/housing costs

2 nearness to relatives and friends

3 nearness to work

4 good connections (e.g. public transport)

5 good schools

6 presence of other services

7 there were no other dwellings available 

8 other ……………………….

99 unknown

10 Where was your previous dwelling located?

1 in the same neighbourhood

2 somewhere else in the city

3 elsewhere in the country

4 elsewhere, abroad

9 unknown
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Now I would like to ask you some questions about the satisfaction with your present dwelling 

and the neighbourhood.

11 How satisfied are you with your home? Please indicate on a scale between 1 (very low) and 

10 (very high).

…

99 unknown

12 Has your satisfaction with your home increased or decreased in the last 5 years?

1 lower

2 same

3 higher

8 not applicable (settled less than five years ago)

9 unknown

13 Has your dwelling been renovated/refurbished in the last five years? 

1 no (go to question 15)

2 yes

9 unknown

14 What has been improved? (circle all answers that apply)

1 renovation of the kitchen

2 renovation of the bathroom

3 change of layout

4 renovation of the roof

5 renovation of the floor

6 renovation of the entrances 

7 renovation of the outside walls

8 complete renewal (after demolition)

9 other: ………….………………..

99 no answer/unknown

15 How satisfied are you with your neighbourhood? Please indicate on a scale between 1 (very 

low) and 10 (very high).

…

99 unknown

16 Has your satisfaction with the neighbourhood increased or decreased in the last five years?

1 lower

2 same

3 higher

8 not applicable (settled less than five years ago)

9 unknown 
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17 Which aspect of the neighbourhood do you like most? 

1 green spaces

2 accessibility to public services

3 playgrounds for children

4 youth facilities

5 proximity to work

6 proximity to schools

7 quality of local schools

8 people who live there

9 other: ……………………………………………..

99 unknown

18 Which aspect of the neighbourhood do you like least? 

1 green spaces

2 accessibility to public services

3 playgrounds for children

4 youth facilities

5 proximity to work

6 proximity to schools

7 quality of local schools

8 people who live there

9 other: ……………………………………………..

99 unknown

19 How do you rate the contacts you have between yourself and other residents in your 

neighbourhood?

1 good

2 moderate

3 bad

9 unknown

20 Do many of your close friends or relatives live in the neighbourhood?

1 yes, both relatives and friends

2 yes, but only friends

3 yes, but only relatives

4 no

9 unknown

21 Do you feel weakly or strongly attached to the neighbourhood? 

1 weak

2 neutral

3 strong

9 unknown
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22 Do you regard the estate you are living in to be socially mixed (households with very different 

incomes) or socially homogenous (mostly households with approximately similar incomes)?

1 socially mixed

2 moderately mixed 

3 socially homogenous

9 unknown

23 In some areas people mix together and try to help each other, while in other areas people 

mostly go their own way. Is this an area where people mostly help each other or where people 

mostly go their own way?

1 help each other

2 go their own way

3 mixture

9 unknown 

24 In your opinion, is a high level of social mix in the estate good or bad for the interaction 

between residents? 

1 good

2 neutral

3 bad

9 unknown

25 What is the reputation of the estate in the rest of the city? 

1 good

2 moderate

3 bad

9 unknown

26 Do you agree with this reputation?

1 yes

2 no

9 unknown

27 Do you personally experience serious problems in the neighbourhood with respect to:

1 = yes

2 = no

8 = not applicable (has lived here not longer than a year)

9 = unknown

- dirt on the streets 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- drug abuse 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- burglary in dwellings 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- burglary in cars 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- graffiti/vandalism 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- feelings of unsafety 1 yes 2 no  8 9
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- upkeep of public places 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- condition of roads 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- playgrounds for children 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- maintenance of buildings 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- lack of employment 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- quality of schools 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- quality of commercial services 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- quality of public services 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- different values/norms/lifestyles 1 yes 2 no  8 9

- racism/racist harassment 1 yes 2 no  8 9

28 Which of the mentioned aspects have been improved by any policy or action?

- dirt on the streets 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- drug abuse 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- burglary in dwellings 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- burglary in cars 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- graffiti/vandalism 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- feelings of unsafety 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- upkeep of public places 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- condition of roads 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- playgrounds for children 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- maintenance of buildings 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- lack of employment 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- quality of schools 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- quality of commercial services 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- quality of public services 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- different values/norms/lifestyles 1 yes 2 no 8 9

- racism/racist harassment 1 yes 2 no 8 9

In the next block I would like to ask a few questions regarding the policies of the local 

government or other institutions with regard to the neighbourhood you are living in.

29 Do you know about any policies or actions aiming at improvement of living in your 

neighbourhood? 

1 yes

2 no (go to question 32)

9 unknown

30 If yes, what are, in your opinion, the most important positive effects of these policies in 

recent years? 

…………………….……

…………………….……

…………………….……

99 unknown
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31 Who were the principal actors in these policies or actions?

1 national government

2 local government

3 housing companies/housing corporations

4 local population

5 other: ……………….

9 no answer, unknown

I would like to ask you a few questions about your activities in and use of the neighbourhood.

32 Do you or one of the members of the household actively participate in an association that 

aims to improve the neighbourhood? 

1 yes

2 no (go to question 34)

10 unknown

33 What kind of participation is that?

……………………….

unknown

34 Do you participate in a sports club, cultural association or another organised social activity 

in the neighbourhood?

1 yes

2 no

9 unknown

35 Can you reach the following facilities within 10 minutes from your home?

- a grocery shop 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

- your bank 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

- a post office 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

- a general practioner (doctor) 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

- public park 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

- bus stop 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

- primary school 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

- a dentist 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

- your place of work 1 yes 2 no 9 unknown

36 How many hours per day – on average – do you spend outside your neighbourhood on 

normal weekdays?

1 10 hours or more

2 5-9 hours

3 3-4 hours

4 1-3 hours

5 less than 1 hour

9 unknown
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I have a few questions regarding the future.

37 Does your household have plans to move house within 2 years?

1 yes

2 no (go to question 40)

9 unknown (go to question 40)

38 What is the main reason for considering moving?

1 present home is too small

2 present home is too expensive

3 want to buy a dwelling

4 want to be closer to relatives/friends

5 want to live in a more quiet environment

6 want to live in a more safe environment

7 want to live closer to work

8 other: ………………………

99 unknown

39 Where would you like to move to?

1 in the same neighbourhood

2 close to the present neighbourhood (less than 5 km from present home)

3 somewhere else in the city

4 elsewhere

9 unknown

40 Do you think the future of your present neighbourhood will be better or worse than today? 

1 better (go to question 42)

2 neutral (go to question 41)

3 worse (go to question 41)

9 unknown (go to question 43)

41 If you envisage no change or change for the worse for the neighbourhood, how can that be 

turned into a brighter future? What should have highest priority? 

…………………….

…………………….

…………………….

99 unknown (go to question 43)

42 What is the main reason why you think the neighbourhood’s future will be brighter?

………..………….
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Finally I would like to ask you some short questions about the household.

43 Interviewer: register gender of respondent

1 male

2 female

44 May I ask you in which year you were born?

….

45 How is the composition of your household?

1 living alone (go to question 48)

2 living with a partner, no children (go to question 48)

3 living with a partner and …. children (how many children?)

4 single-parent household, with …. children (how many children?)

5 living alone with … others (no partner, no children) (to question 48)

6 living with partner and … others (to question 48)

7 living with partner and … others and …. children

8 other: ……………………..

9 no answer

46 What is the age of the oldest child still living at home?

88 … age

not applicable

47 What is the age of the youngest child living at home?

88 … age

not applicable

48 How many years did you follow school education since you were 6 years of age?

1 none

2 1-6 years

3 6-10 years

4 11-12 years

5 13-14 years

6 15 years or more

9 unknown

49 Do you have a paid job? 

1 yes, for …. hours per week

2 no

9 no answer
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50 Does your partner have a paid job?

1 yes, for …. hours per week

2 no

8 not applicable

9 no answer

51 How many people in your household are income earners?

………..

52 Would you classify the monthly household income as high, medium high, average, medium 

low, or low, compared to national levels?

1 high (top 10%)

2 medium high (between top 10%-30%)

3 average (between top 30% and bottom 30%)

4 medium low (between bottom 30% and lowest 10%)

5 low (poorest 10%)

9 unknown

53 What is the main source of your household income?

1 work 

2 unemployment or social benefit

3 pension

4 other:……………………….

9 no answer

54 In terms of ethnicity, how would you call yourself (for example: native UK, Moroccan, 

Dutch Moroccan, American, Hungarian, French, Algerian, etc.)?

…………………

55 And your partner?

…………………

56 Is there anything you would like to add related to this interview?

…………………
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